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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Poui XVI, our second online issue. Going online doesn’t seem to have discouraged our
contributors, and there’s been no dip in the quality of the writing either. Once again, we’re seeing
an eclectic mix of old faithfuls (Obediah Smith, Philip Nanton, Ad-ziko Simba, Dee Horne) and
newer writers (Lizbette Ocasio-Russe, Alex Davis, Gerardo Polanco). Carlyon Blackman, Featured
Writer in Poui XV, is back with both prose and poetry; and Paula Obe contributes a combination of
poems and colourful paintings. The section headings: Birth, Death, and In-Between, Public Crime,
Intimate Violence, Love Etc., Place, and The Language of Poetry, have been suggested by the
thematic continuities of the pieces themselves. Each section carries an epigraph taken from one of
its pieces, looking strikingly enigmatic when taken out of context but somehow speaking to the
tone and tenor of the section’s contents.
Poui XVI Featured Writer is the Puerto Rican poet, Loretta Collins-Klobah. This isn’t Loretta’s first
contribution (see ‘Noontide Sailor Song’, Poui VII, 2005), but the first in the form of a sustained
poetic sequence. Mary Harlotry is a paradoxical title, yoking Mary’s iconic purity and
submissiveness to something wilder and more transgressive. This intrinsic ambiguity is replicated in
the formal and conceptual complexity of the poem. It takes its time to pursue an idea, a feeling, a
theme, requiring the reader to suspend judgement until the poet arrives at her own conclusion.
The conundrum around which she winds her words and thoughts is the simultaneity of her
aesthetic response to beauty and her emotional rejection of what it both privileges and ignores. As
she contemplates the artist, Eddie Ferraioli’s, glass mosaics of the Virgin in her different
manifestations, the poet struggles with her appreciation of the brilliance and delicacy of the work,
and her rejection of the fact that ‘all – /except one lone African, La Virgen de la Maga – /are
arsenic-eating white.’ Their names - the Virgin of the Orchid, African Tulip, Flamboyant, Tiger Lily,
Hibiscus, Mangrove, Coffee - offer ‘glittering visions of Caribbean virginity’ but overlook the actual
beauty of real women. The result, she says, is ‘a fractured mirror where myths/collide and crash
against and fracture blood-born women’. The interpellation of Spanish in a predominantly English
poem highlights the injustices and violence experienced by Puerto Rican women, ‘tortuada, violada
y asesinada’. At the same time, the fierce attention she pays to every detail of the artistic process
and the mosaics it produces, commands our attention: like her, we cannot look away. Prosaic at
times, almost essayistic, the sequence never loses its direction. The simplicity and control of the
closing lines, where the poet ponders the artist’s blindness to ‘the tamarindo girl with tamarind
skin playing/tag between one trunk and another’, contrast with the heightened emotions of earlier
sections and provide an epiphanic ending.
Many Poui contributors are multiply-published writers, but this issue we celebrate the selection of
a story by Richard Lynch, ‘Water Under the Bridge’, from PouiX, 2009, to feature in a new collection
of Caribbean speculative fiction being compiled by novelist Karen Lord. Speculative fiction is a
burgeoning genre and we’re glad to see Poui associated with it. Congratulations Richard!
This issue is also a marker of change. Started in 1999, Poui has established itself as the natural
successor to the small magazines which nurtured the early growth of Caribbean writing – Bim, Kykover-al, The Beacon, etc. When it started, the founding editors were all lecturers in the Department
of Language, Linguistics and Literature at Cave Hill: Jane Bryce, Hazel Simmons-McDonald and Mark
McWatt. Hazel and Mark are now Professor Emeriti and Jane is about to join them in retirement.
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The editorship therefore now passes to our colleague Rob Leyshon. The three ex-editors will
maintain their links with Poui by becoming consultant editors, alongside Kamau Brathwaite, Philip
Nanton and Mark Jason Welch. As always, Poui is independent and has no other agenda than that
what’s in its pages should make the hair stand up on the back of your neck – the infallible test of
good writing. This will continue, even while we look forward to Rob’s new vision for Poui and the
changes it will bring. Meanwhile, please put the word out that the new issue is here - send the link
out to friends, put it on your Facebook page and any other media you use.
From the editors: Jane Bryce, Hazel Simmons-McDonald and Mark McWatt.
.
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Mary Harlotry
i.

La Virgen del Mangle (Virgin of the Mangrove)

Eddie Ferraioli’s glass nippers chip brittle shingles of emerald-ice waterglass—
lime green, blue-green, mossy teal green, wispy iridescent shards of her leaf bonnet—
each chip filled with lantern light that frames her milky opal face,
glazed red lips, turquoise-shadowed eyelids, obsidian eyes of la gitana,
11

outlined with black Egyptian kohl like those of Ziegfeld’s dancing girls.
Hawk-wing stained glass, swirled with white cloud & thunderhead grey
piecework the twisted trellis of red mangrove roots that twine
her shoulders, breasts, waist, hips, & thighs, binding her into a swampy corset
that cinches checkered tiles of her firestorm red dress.
Around her float & dangle glass seedlings, long, narrow spikes,
capped by leaf parachutes, torpedoes of red mangrove pods. In her hands,
she balances an indigo crystal ball that contains a bright blue dragonfly
that might be my avatar, ready to flit through the mangrove &away over salt flats,
if the cruciform insect were not just thorns of glass mired in mortar.
‘Mary, mother of earth’s living things’, as Ferraioli has made her, stands tall
on her arching mangrove trunks, red arteries drilling down into a world
of streaky blue-copper tiffany & terra cotta grout, hardened red earth.
Where shall we hang up this mosaic by Ferraioli?
In a forest-dark Chapel of Ease, lit by blue candles,
over a reflecting pool, in the nave,
where a quiet nun wears only garters of leaves,
her prayers cool to your touch. Grace arrives as bliss & ache
on a red-cushioned pew built for two.
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ii.

La Virgen de las Rosas

Where does it belong, Ferraioli’s mosaic of la Virgen de las Rosas?
In a Saturday café serving squash blossoms in spring-mix salads,
where a waitress in scarlet head-tie leans in behind you,
resting the weight of a breast on the back of your neck,
to whisper the menu into your ear?
No. Not this time.
Each Mary, a hand-rasped, crystal puzzle,
13

an Art Déco cathedral of glass & flowers,
for whom Ferraioli has shattered, with strip-cutters
& scoring knives, fragile translucent plates of palettes
true in hue to island flora of the Antilles, hundreds
of thousands of shards, splinters enough to erect
a stained-glass Celestial City, a botanical hot-house,
where his erotic virgins & lewd angels reside;
all—
except one lone African, La Virgen de la Maga—
are arsenic-eating-white;
all robed in profusions of Caribbean bush,
bramble, & bloom, smutty-slivers of flowers teasing us
with flamboyant sexual botany.
In the names of Our Lady,
he fuses together glittering visions of Caribbean virginity:
La Virgen de la Orquídea, La Virgen del Majó, del Anturio,
de la Canaria, del Tulipán Africano, del Flamboyán,
del Yagrumo, del Ave de Paraíso, de la Trinitaria,
de la Uva Playera, del Lirio Calla y Tigre.
Here, then, is the ‘Virgin of the Roses, the mother
of women mutilated’. Párate.
Before you think, I cannot skim
another virgin’s weft of rough-rolled pink quartz,
lavender & wispy sky-blue iridized, opalescent,
aurora rose-water glass & black sanded grout—
pause over this: while Ferraioli wields glaster circle cutter
& fletcher over his worktable to chip out a sacred heart & red halo,
a red crown of thorns, & candy apple-red lipstick that match stigmatas
that will gape like bloodied vaginas on each of her upturned palms,
this glass virgin is only a fractured mirror where myths
collide & crash against & fracture blood-born women.
Remember a woman, as slim & fragile as a champagne glass,
who adapts to a wheelchair on the streets of San Juan.
He was celoso, muy celoso, is her only muffled answer
to the black foam plunger of the microphone plummeted
into her face again by the blond reportera of Super Exclusive.
Francheska Duarte, 19 years old, sits in her bed with covers
pulled over her missing legs. She cannot tell Puerto Rico
why her ex-novio & baby-father dropped his foot on the gas pedal
& hurled his car into her, pinning her between two cars,
with such force that her legs could not be saved.
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She lived. He received a sentence of three years.
He will walk on two legs out of the prison this year.
She became a banner child for la paz y el Jesucristo
in street marches until her father was arrested
for narco-trafficking, the mailing of a cocaine brick
through the US Mail & dealing to a Federal Agent.
Francheska, dusty, broken china doll,
swept hastily into the closets of public memory.
How are you? How is your toddling daughter now?
La Virgen de las Rosas is Ferraioli’s only Mary
who gazes up en agonía, heavenward.
The rose-outlined aureola, halo, circle, mundo,
nimbo que rodea la cabeza looks like a doily
of mundillo lace, patiently woven from many
wooden bobbins of pale thread por la abuela.
She shines in her tunic of roses & briars,
against royal blue, blue willow,
moon blue, Mediterranean blue,
cobalt blue, Caribbean blue,
vein blue, a forever blue background.
It is impossible to tell if she has phantom legs
under her rosy gown, but she has two white feet— red toenails,
posed Christ-like on a pedestal of rose thorn vines.
The pinky fingers of each hand have been chopped off.
Ivory shards fall from her open hands
like so many shark’s teeth,
jagged, curved blades used for declitorización,
as Ferraioli’s footnotes to his art claim.
Ferraioli’s Virgin is not a dominicana en Puerto Rico.
She is not brown— not welded from glass called
Bohio Brown, Brownstone, Caramel, Cinnamon, Cocoa Brown,
Coffee Bean, Copper Penny, Dunescape, Electric Latte, Havana,
Ginger Beer, Maple, Root Beer, Tobacco Road, Walnut or Whiskey.
Ferraioli’s rose virgin is as white as the baby’s milk teeth
of Francheska’s daughter.
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iii.

La Virgen de la Amapola y la Virgen del Loto (Virgin of Hibiscus and Virgin of
Lotus)

.
At the bottom of an illuminated koi fish pond of a club
where the music playing sounds like small glass violins
& people, dressed only in silk scarves, lie down
on top of each other in the warm, waist-high grass
is where we must install these two gleaming glasswork sisters,
unlucky water nymphs, dead darlings, dollies, corpus delictum,
white ladies floating Ophelia-like on their backs, eyes closed,
formally poised & without a bruise or blood-drop on their florid gowns.
La Virgen de la Amapola was a girl who tucked a pink hibiscus
into her hair & behind her ear on the way to school,
where, all day, it opened out widely its full-circle skirt,
cried out in its quiet flower song the girl’s fresh beauty,
like a pink papery megaphone. Now a funereal spray
16

of flamboyant amapolas, burning persimmon-orange-cranberry
swirls of tiffany glass, pale pistils, & blue-green crystal leaves,
weigh down her dress. Her head floats, leaf-hair spiraled out
to the halo, & a corona of bruised croton leaves, plum, grape,
mauve, violet, grows up from on her forehead like a carnival head-dress.
She’s framed by the Venetician blue tiles of a goldfish pond.
La Virgen de las Amapolas, ‘Mary, mother of mujeres y niñas violadas—raped’.
In her stiff symmetry, how little this Virgin must look like the trigueñita Angélica,
14 years old, found boca abajo, su ropa desgarrada. Ya tu sabes, don’t you?
How her face was covered with lumps & bruises, all of her body singed
with quemaduras de colilla de cigarrillo. Tortuada, violada y asesinada,
como su vida fue nada, with signs of carnal access, both anal & vaginal,
& a golpe to back of the head, cranial trauma, inflicted by a glass bottle
of an alcoholic beverage tossed away near the cadaver, glazed
with rastros de sangre. What kind of virgin could Ferraioli craft
with that mottled green or brown glass marbled with Angélica’s blood?
Here is Ferraioli, with running pliers & tweezers, bending
over the slab of his worktable like a good mortician,
aligning each pearlized blue glass strip of the winding sheet
of La Virgen de Loto, who mummy-like, with eyes closed
& arms crossed over chest, rests on a bier of broad,
dark green, bronze mortar-veined lotus leaves.
She was somebody’s gamble, worth less than
the paper of a losing lotto ticket, & so,
she was killed, discarded. Now in death, her body
returns to water, & from that body of water,
midnight-blue, many-petaled lotus flowers bloom
like thirty giant crystal dissection tacks pining her down,
from crown, veil & neck collar to netted body—
enchained in lotuses.
‘Mary, mother of dead women
& girls’ never to be women, like Taty, 18, violada
y degollada, salvajemente ultrajada en una zona rural,
or valiant Celeste, 13, abusada sexualmente y asesinada
a golpes con una piedra. Raped by her young uncle,
& then his elderly friend (contra natura), & then
another (based upon the volume of semen discovered).
Girl child battered to death with a hand-held stone.
Profanity of gorgeous Caribbean blooms,
brazen-faced, vulgar, sheeny glass flowers.
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iv.

Las Virgenes del Café o Guardianas del Bosque (Virgins of Coffee or Guardians of
the Forest)

Let us display this most marvelous of Ferraioli’s virginal glassworks
in a large, quiet coffeehouse open to the sea & filled with chaises
& cool padded-leather divans, a forest of well-groomed plants,
where thoughtful readers & lovers are welcomed by
the heady aromas of Yaucono, Café Alto Grande, Café Madre Isla,
Café Mis Abuelos, Café Mami, Café Crema, y las cafés artesanales
18

cultivadas en las sombras de las montañas, todas hechas en Puerto Rico.
Ferraioli’s Art Decó pièce-de-résistance, these most lovely
of virgin twins, skin whiter than apple blossoms, nude & nubile,
perched back-to-back, sitting at the top of a coffee bush, looking dreamily
over their shoulders, arched back just enough to tempt us with their precious
& precocious, coquettish faces, long necks, delicate collar bones,
slender shoulders, teenage breasts with nipple halos made of red coffee berries.
A flock of tiny, rare San Pedrito birds, tropical green with red-feathered necks,
alight on the blue glass ladder rungs that frame these sisters & guardians
of the forest. The coffee bush’s thin branches burst with clusters
of red ruby fruits, but the added weight of the glowing virgins
doesn’t break down the branches, & their foreheads are not bowed
by the garland vine of coffee branches & berries wreathing their heads.
They look so much like a black & white photo of the twin dancing sisters,
‘Rosie’ Roszika & ‘Jenny’ Janszieka Schwartz, in 1922, posing together,
lifting a diaphanous chinchilla-lined cape high over their heads,
dreamily dazzled by their own popularity, pursing their small rosebud lips,
the same pouty rosebuds of Ferraioli’s mosaic. Or another,
in which they glimpse at each other, showing off to viewers
their long bare backs & pert, black pageboy cuts.
Rosie & Jenny—
the Dolly Sisters, who danced with Ziegfeld’s Follies on Broadway
& then did exotic ‘Persian’ routines all over Europe. Oh, the excitement
of double gyrations, kicks & hip bumps got them clothed in jewelry,
once a be-ribbioned Rolls Royce left for them after a show—
a life fox-trotting with younger sons of Henry V, Prince George,
King Alonso of Spain, & Edward, Prince of Wales, the cutest trick & a sport.
It didn’t end at all well for the Dollies, Jenny hanging herself
by a dressing gown sash, & Rosie following her sister in a failed suicide
decades later. In the Twenties, was it in the Follies Bergere, the Alcázar,
or the Moulin Rouge, where Romanian sculptor Demetre Chiparus decided
he must sculpt the cabaret darlings? Influenced by the excavation of Pharoah
Tutankhamun’s tomb & Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe dancers,
Chiparus’ chryselephantine sculptures of Hollywood belles were carved
in bronze, wood, rock crystal, lapis lazuli & ivory of the highest grade,
imported from the Belgian Congo, cast in a long, slim, stylized Egyptian line.
He sculpted the dancing Dolly Sisters in a perfect splendor of mirrored symmetry,
slender ivory arms lifted in arabesques over faces so white & lit with an aura:
an exemplar of French Art Decó, an elephant whittled down to desk-top dancers.
Ferraioli’s twin guardians of the forest aren’t only pale imitations of the French Empire
19

by a vitralist of an archipelago known by empires for its coffee, exotic fruits & flowers.
Still, while his flora caribbeanizes Art Decó, the chalk-faced women little resemble
or reassemble our island women. The artist protests victimhood & defends us
with these images of Virgins, in a Spanish Roman Catholic Island where the Virgin/
Whore catechism must have something to do with our fantastic rates
of domestic abuse, molestation, rape, & violent homicide against women by their mates.
They symbolize a Puerto Rican artist’s very heart-of-darkness-&-purity, his alibi
for weldbonding hundreds of thousands of bright chinks of glass into Virgins,
like these guardians, his immaculate crusade. This is no Andalusian, Byzantine,
Persian semi-sacred playboy mosaic; but a vigilant hymn to women’s dignity—
What happens when you are a small boy carried from la isla del encanto,
el sol y la arena, & the blessings of la Señora de la Providencia,
your birthplace of Santurce, to the villages & Black Forest of Germany?
Not yet a kindertot, Eddie met familiares who had survived the Holocaust.
One enchanted summer, 1954, in the playful care of neighborhood nymphs
Anke & Elke, identical twins, gemelas, 13-years-old, & so true to Aryan
ideals, con ‘tez blanca transparente y cabellos rubios’— oh, cherry ripe
& sunlit hair that dragonflies bumbled around as they all played together,
running into the Black Forest, bathing nude in the forest lake,
Anke & Elke & the little boy. This was Ferraioli’s Genesis.
This is how he explains why he makes the mosaics of Virgins & flora:
At mid-summer, on the night of the summer solstice, a great bonfire was built,
where his mother went to celebrate Sommersonnenwende, the end of fertile spring.
Of course, the bonfire was nothing like the incinerators of the camps during the war.
Anke & Elke braided a floral wreath crown of apple blossoms & put it on his head.
All was happily pagan, & so, as he was only four & susceptible to the warm blaze
& the late night mystic mood, he fell asleep near the fire & dreamed that his mother
had allowed him to walk off into the night forest alone on a trail lit by the moon
& a silver cloud of dragonflies that led him to a tree, where, at the pinnacle, sat the twins,
Anke & Elke, quite nude, their bodies like electric beacons. They were the guardians
of the forest, vigilant goddesses of a safe haven. They pointed him to another tree,
where he found branches laden with eighteen small cages, each one containing an apple.
As he liberated each apple, it transformed into a naked woman who clothed herself
with frondage & nosegays of flowers, disappearing back into the bushes of the forest.
One apple remained, which he carried with him, gnawing on it like a rat,
as he returned to the bonfire, until the fragrance of apple surrounded him as he slept.
That dream stayed with him after his return to Puerto Rico, & into manhood,
through art school in New York, & his establishment of his art studio.
Although he has made many public artworks, large mosaics in Santurce,
the renovated windows of the Sacred Heart Church, he continues to piece together
his apple-flesh Virgins, working out in glass shards a boy’s dreams of Edenic desire,
Amina Mundi, elegant jeweled fruits, Virgins, some with vamp-haughty eyes.
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v.

A Visit to Eddie Ferraioli’s Art Studio

The boarded-up, gutted Hotel Normandie, once our grand pleasure hotel
& ballroom— docks like a phantom cruise ship near Balneario El Escambrón.
Beyond that, Condado— a tropical Beverly Hills of multi-millionaire’s condos
& tourist playgrounds— flows into El Boquerón, then the peninsula of Old San Juan,
& the 17 acres of Caribe Hilton, built over the ruins of Fort of San Gerónimo,
the Oasis Bar—where the Piña Colada was invented, Morton’s Steak House,
& Olas Spa, where patrons have Swedish massages, smothered in Coconut Bliss.
Just across the avenue, where sun-sated tourists parade all day, prowling for
authentic Puerto Rican comida criolla, rum, or a Subway sandwich, at least,
Ferriaoli’s studio/ shop opens to the public two days per week & by app’t.
No other art studios or galleries until one reaches the heart of Old San Juan,
& not much else to walk to from the promontory of the resort, he has a niche.
Floor-to-ceiling windows filled with his glass charmers, mosaics, flower vases
& crystal mosaic boxes placed on lingum-vitae Victorian vanities invite the flâneur.
Las Virgenes del Café o Guardianas del Bosque, the wall-sized mosaic, guards the door—
a work he wouldn’t sell, & La Virgen del Ave del Paraíso, his tribute to Frida Kahlo,
hangs opposite the entrance, alongside a host of recent virgin mosaics of all sizes,
one suited to every budget, virgins crafted over more than a decade, the new set
even-more-pale-skinned, with shining, white glitter-glazed faces & high French coiffure
head-dresses of tropical flowers. They wear no dresses, but a few leaves, like fan-dancers.
When I arrive, he is giving class to a group of women who sit around worktables,
each with a small block of pressboard, designing a sea horse or a stem of Bird-of-Paradise,
a color scheme, a squared-off template she will use to work her first mosaic.
I ask about recent exhibitions and his poemario Virgenes eróticas y ángeles lascivos,
& then my tongue is mortared into my mouth. It is not the moment, in front of his acolytes,
to ask why his portraits of flora are Antillean, but his palette of women most-oft monochrome.
I want to ask about his part as artist in a commissioned work, Requiem Domesticus,
but I cannot. Three men, an artist, a poet/ librettist, & a musical composer,
were commissioned five years ago to compose an artistic extravaganza, on the occasion
of the renovation of the grand theatre of our public university in San Juan & the donation
& installation of a full pipe organ. Collaborating on the inaugural event, they agreed
to compose a (post)-modern requiem mass to draw attention to a social ill, our propensity
for domestic abuse and ‘femicidio’, repetidos asesinatos de mujeres por sus parejas.
At the Museo de Arte Contemporanea in Santurce, Ferriaoli displayed 20 glass mosaic virgins,
one for each of the 20 women killed by partners in Puerto Rico that year.
Elidio La Torre Lagares penned the libretto for the mass, a lamentation invoking
Madre Luna, Madre Una, gloria to the Virgin, la Madre eternal, & Mother of Sad Milk,
eulogizing women who are mutilated, humiliated, imprisoned, violated & destroyed.
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These male artists resorted to images of virginal motherhood & feminized natural world
to affirm woman’s sacred value, on a Roman Catholic island where statues of María abound.
It is hardly remembered by anyone when a teenage boy ties his grandmother’s feet,
wrists, & gags her, cuts off her night gown, & rapes her for a day, powering up
a buzzing, singing circular saw every now & then, threatening to slice-off her feet.
Her terror dances in my mind. When the meth-headed boy left her apartment,
she managed, still hog-tied & naked & bloodied, to get to a neighbor’s door.
Requiem Domesticus had no lyrical voice to embrace a grandmother’s
intimate shame, shock, fear, pain & obliteration.
In free verse & sonnets,
the mass sought catharsis, hablando de una diosa, to memorialize—without memory—
those twenty women, twenty names on one more check-list of names.
Carlos Alberto Vázquez composed music on a grand international scale,
with imported musicians, a Cypriot soprano, an Israeli mezzosoprano,
a Russian bass, an organist from Michigan, a Polish conductor
of the symphony of Chile, la Orquestra Sinfónica de Puerto Rico,
choirs and a children’s chorus — over two hundred musicians & singers.
I was in the audience. Very well then, why not call on the Mother of Sad Milk,
or any other Mater Dolorosa to bring the spirit to our sorrow songs? I, too,
have created urban madonnas to bless our troubled islands, mostly saints and virgins.
When I leave Ferraioli’s studio, my questions tucked away under my tongue,
a man is descending a coconut tree by the parking garage for hotel guests.
He has a thick, aged leather strap around his waist that also hugs the tree.
His pants, khaki, are bottom-frayed & stained. His discolored machete tucks
under one wing. On the ground are at least fifty green jelly coconuts, some still
attached to chopped palm fronds and branches of florescence.
While I pay my parking ticket at a booth, the man
loads cocos into a plastic milk crate on the handlebars of his bicycle
and then fills a black plastic garbage bag, and ropes down his bulging tower.
His bicycle is a wobbly caravel with black plastic bag top-sails
that he will have to captain by leaning around his tall & wide cargo.
A barefoot girl, who would soon climb up behind him,
is playing in a yellow & red dress on the grass between two tamarindos—
brown island daughter with braided hair— a young version of my own girl.
Ferraioli will not see the tamarindo girl with tamarind skin playing
tag between one trunk and the other. He will not fashion her from Medalla bottles,
smooth sea-glass, caracoles, crab shells, whelks, coco husks, red coral, Irish moss.
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BIRTH,
DEATH,
AND IN – BETWEEN
‘Sing the hurrah amidst the angst’
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Malica Willie
ESCAPISM
For Myia A. Samuel
At the edge of my own sanity
I stand:
Waiting for the sound of your voice
Searching for your laughter in the hollow winds
Praying that your dive into this ocean of earth
Was a temporary feature of my unconscious.
I stamp my feet!
I yell to the pregnant clouds
And beg for life!
I beg for your life
But the earth's response is silence ...
I beat my chest!
I make promises!
But this unyielding, hard crust
Refuses to expel you from its mute embrace!
I open my mouth
And pierce my chest with screams!
I kick and scratch and curse the earth, the skies, the seas!
I hate this place!
I hate this grass, this sun, this wretched earth!
This earth that steals from me
And leaves me bare and wanting!
I close my eyes,
Make one more plea,
And leap off the edge of sanity!
Just in time to find you there!
Waiting,
With your arms outstretched!
Waiting,
With a love so consuming,
That my reason has buried itself in oblivion.
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Hours
(for my mother)
Sweat rained down her brow,
Pain stabbed her with each exhalation
And her doctor
Infuriatingly spat out “Push”.
Those were the longest hours of her life.
She felt like this intruder
Would never loosen its grip on her insides.
She was fearful that more hours would pass,
More pain would overwhelm her.
She hated this.
She hated this doctor
And had he been inches closer
She would have peeled the skin off his face
For demanding that she push
When he never felt what it was like to have a nine pound intruder
Stretch and tear him while it made its eternal journey into the world.
She wanted to stop this
She wanted to keep this alien locked inside her for an eternity.
She was tired
And had the option to change her past been open to her in those moments,
She would have never allowed her innocence to be plucked
And these painful hours would not have been part of her existence.
She would not have been drenched in sweat,
Screaming at the top of her lungs.
This doctor’s hand would not have been buried in the depths of her womanhood
While nurses gaped and gasped at her.
This intruder was more trouble than it was worth.
And in those hours,
She hated it.
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Ernestia Fraser
On a Good Day
I shall hope for more hope
love for more love and
breathe for more breath.
Then I shall dance, knowing
how meaningful it is to begin.
Infidelity
is a trap made by harlots.
It is breaking the wing
of a graceful bird,
setting up bucket n’ rope
and pulling the stick.

Reuel Lewi
The Beauty of Life
Glad to be alive
sing the hurrah amidst the angst
of skepticism among clerics
and non- believers
live full life to the end
miss not the commonness
of common folks
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relish a good sunny day in the country
nothing more beautiful
than a sun fish just out of canal water
its green eyes clear, fresh
baited mouth wiggling on land
drink strong with the boys, straight
dry men wet their palates
communion of refreshed souls
washed precious by El Dorado White
leave life’s mysteries for now
nature has already set its bounds
death its fatal disease
toast the beauty of life
enjoy its bounty

Ashley Roach
Stages of Grief
Death
I always remember my brother with a smile on his face. Martin was by far the most optimistic
member of our family. When I was small, it was Martin who always knew how to cheer me up and comfort
me when I was crying. Even though he was thirteen years older, he always had time for me. He planned my
birthday parties and he entertained me for hours at a time. Sometimes he’d sit on the floor and play toys with
me; sometimes we’d pretend to be superheroes or adventurers. It was only me who loved Martin.
Frequently, friends of his would show up at our house, and sometimes they’d spirit him away to some
exciting event. Sometimes, Martin actually let me come with him. Once, a group of them took me to the pool
late in the night. I was practically a baby compared to them, but none of them complained. They didn’t mind
since I was Martin’s little sister, and no one could really find fault with anything Martin did. Until, he killed
himself.
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Denial
We were down the Grenadines when we learned Martin had died. We took a rickety plane to return to
Barbados, and then another flight to Miami, where Martin had lived. We took a private jet to Miami.
Martin’s best friend’s father had arranged it for us, since there wasn’t time for us to catch a regular flight.
That day is a blur, but I remember the plane ride. It was such an amazing thing to be in a private jet. There
were circular couch booths instead of stuffy seats, and each booth had a proper little table in the center. My
mother, my father and I rested in one booth. We were the only passengers on the plane, but an airhostess
brought out a tray of food. It was mid afternoon, and the first time any of us ate that day. There hadn’t been
any food on the flight from Union to Barbados. There hadn’t been any room on that flight. After lunch, the
airhostess brought out dessert. The scent of cookies settled in the confines of the plane. There was a comfort
in the smell, and a sweetness. I picked up one of the cookies and turned to my mother.
“Couldn’t this all be just some big joke?” I asked her.
She turned to me, her lips tilted up towards red eyes.
“Maybe Martin and Roger have a surprise for us, or they just miss us and want to see us, and this is a trick to
get us to Miami.”
A peculiar gurgle passed through my mother’s lips. “I don’t think so, Ash.”
Anger
I hated my brother for what he had done for about three seconds. I was lying on my bed thinking, when I was
struck with the selfishness of what he had done. How could he have noosed himself away from us? Didn’t he
know how much pain he’d cause us?
Of course, I understand now that my brother couldn’t have thought of us. Depression preyed on Martin and it
would have stripped any sense of love and happiness from him. It is the worst kind of disease. But I didn’t
know depression back when I was eleven.
I stared at the clothes in the open cupboard before me and I began to seethe. I looked up at the ceiling, past
the ceiling and into the sky and into what might have been heaven (curious how I never thought to look
down). I began to say, “I hate you,” but the words stuck in my throat.
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“I ha-“ I said. Then I began to cry. I didn’t hate my brother. I loved him. The shame in what I had almost
screamed dissolved any remnant of my anger. Martin was my hero. You can become disillusioned with your
hero, but you can’t hate them. You never hate them.
Bargaining
My primary school was a Catholic school and, every week, a nun would come to teach us “Religious
Education.” When I was seven, they split the class into two groups: Catholics and Non-Catholics. When
Sister came into our classroom, the Non-Catholics would leave, and the rest of us would take out our special
blue textbooks.
Sister always started by asking, “How many of you went to church on Sunday?”
She offered smiles to all those who raised their hands, and lectured the others. Guilt crept on me whenever
she looked at me, with my hands folded on my lap. After a few weeks I began to raise my hand as well.
Sister taught us about a lot of things. She taught us the Ten Commandments and the story of Moses. She
taught us about Jesus and the Eucharist. She taught us about the saints and about sinners and sins. There
were two types of sins: forgivable and unforgivable. Lying about church was forgivable, I thought, so long as
one repented (and I always repented right after Sister left). Suicide was unforgivable, and all those who
commit an unforgivable sin go straight to hell.
Therefore, in the wake of my brother’s death, it was only natural that I, like any good Catholic, feared for
Martin’s soul. I was kept awake at night with dread that my brother, my dear sweet brother, was burning in
hell. As I lay down at night, I began bargaining with God.
“God,” I’d say to him. “If I can go the whole day being polite to everyone, then you’ll send Martin’s soul to
heaven.”
And the next day, I’d say please and thank you to every person I saw.
“God,” I’d say the next night. “If I got to church tomorrow with my mum and my aunt, then, please, send
Martin’s soul to heaven.”
And the next day, I’d wake up early and suffer for an hour.
“God,” I’d say the night after. “If I remember to pray to you in the morning, then Martin will go to heaven.”
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And the next morning, I’d hop off the bed, kneel on the floor and clasp my hands.
And so I continued for a while, and would have continued indefinitely if I hadn’t messed up and broken one
of my bargains. Should that have been my sign then that Martin’s soul was not in heaven?
I couldn’t accept that. My brother had been the most compassionate and thoughtful person I knew. And then,
I realized, if Martin was in hell, then the universe wasn’t ruled by any God I wanted to worship.
Depression
While we were in Miami, my parents dealt with the aftermath of Martin’s death and I flopped between
whichever relatives were willing to take me. I wanted to stay with Roger, my other brother (my only brother
now), but Roger was helping my parents. I know now that they had to pack up Martin’s apartment, arrange a
funeral, sort out transportation for a corpse, and all the necessary things that go along with death. At the
time, I thought they’d abandoned me. I missed Martin all the more, because I felt certain that he wouldn’t
have forgotten me had it been someone else who died.
While I was with one of my dad’s cousins, she took her daughter and me to Build-A-Bear. The people there
were very nice. I think my dad’s cousin must have explained the situation to them because they didn’t
question me when I told them how to type the bear’s birth certificate. His name was “Martin Andrew Roach”
and they were to put his date of birth as “June 14th 1981,” never mind it was August 2006.
My new Martin Bear had deep purple fur and he was dressed in a yellow shirt and a pair of jeans. The real
Martin’s favourite colour had been purple and he had owned an inexplicable amount of yellow shirts. I
bought Martin bear a surfboard as well, and a pair of swim trunks, so he could come if we went down the
Grenadines again. Now, I understand a lot more about the depression that preyed on my brother. I know how
much pain he must have hidden behind his smile. How many tears did his cheeks know after everyone else
had gone to sleep? How many of my tears ran down Martin Bear’s cheeks after I was tucked in to bed?
Acceptance
Roger gave me a collection of David Eddings’ books that he and Martin had read when they were my age. I
was an avid reader, but I asked Roger to read the books to me when he was down for the funeral. He was
happy to oblige. The books allowed us to have the comfort of each other’s presence without having to think
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about the brother missing from our number. One day, we curled up on the king sized bed in my parents’
room. I lay horizontal, with my head on his stomach, and he held the book up in front of his eyes. We had
the fan on to stop from sweating, but the fan couldn’t drown out Roger’s voice. Most times, I’d rather read to
myself than listen to someone read out loud, but not when it’s Roger. When he reads, Roger’s voice swells
with emotions and its pitch rises and falls to suit each character. I was lost in the sounds of the story when
Roger’s voice cut off. The silence shattered over me as if a spell had been lifted.
I glanced up at my brother. “What’s wrong?”
It was a moment or two before he said, “I’m not sure that I should read this part.”
“Why?”
“Well, because Barak tries to kill himself. He doesn’t in the end, but he tries to.”
I thought of Martin and I wondered if Barak would try to hang himself as well. “Why would you skip it?”
“I just thought it was a little bit too close to home.”
It was close to home. “I want to read it.”
He paused again. “Okay.”
“I mean – once you don’t mind reading it.”
“I don’t,” he said. “I’ve read it before. You’re sure you’re okay with this though?”
People die; people kill themselves. These are facts of life so simple that authors cannot ignore them. And I
could not ignore them either.
I nodded. “It’s okay.”
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Obediah Smith
Bottle Neck Corkscrew
for Vanessa Linden
how can all that's in your stomach
come out between
where thighs meet
stomach so much bigger than eyes
when she turns, looks at me
how pretty she was yesterday
hair an arrangement of flowers
though microscopic when it went in
whole world certainly can see it now
belly like melon
large enough for a dozen hands
half-a-dozen faces,
half-a-dozen mouths to bite into
having a baby, sweet as all spices
bitter the bridge to cross
to get her baby boy or girl
into this world
into this whirl
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NATURE
‘The green lizard on the pink lime-stone patio.’
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Dee Horne
Manchineel
Green tree promises
shelter from sun, rains
green apples
fall gracelessly
litter sand
lure big and small hands.
Such sweet-scented fruit
dubbed:
little apple of death.
Brown bark bears
milk white sap
served Caribs to trap
unsuspecting Spaniards
littering the lands
felled by arrow
tips laced with poison
green apples fall gracelessly.

Nancy Ann Miller
Wail Watch
When my cousin asks me if I want
to go look at the whales appearing
off of Coral Beach, I say no I would
rather look for the schools of Sargent
Majors moving like yellow and black
NYC taxis close to shore. Rather watch
the mobile of Angelfish as they
turn in the tide. See the mollusks
on the beach with their tiny holes,
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the burst buttons of the ocean which
can’t contain its power. I do not
need to watch large black mammals
with white paper party hats, tiaras for
strutting beauties, large trucks on
a highway, to put me in touch with nature.
Although their singing has wooed me,
like lost cows trying to come home,
a resonance of my own deep wailing.
Seduction
The roots of the screw palm
look like group sex, legs
bonking into other legs.
The wind rustles the crinoline
of palm leaves pulled up
by the hands of a coquettish
woman. The hibiscus kiss
the day with their red, red
lipstick, blot it with a curvy
mouth. The elephant plant
drops a large ear, drags it along
the ground, wants to hear
the gossip. The tourist wants
to catch the sun, tossed like
a Frisbee by skittish wind back,
forth through clouds. The visitors
want its gold ring now after
the merry go round of seasons.
Long-limbed as a chorus girl,
it makes a late-day entrance,
sequined with rain, kicking.
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Poem to Coral Beach Club
From the terrace of Room #4 at CBC,
I see a faraway ruffle in the ocean,
a thin line of white where it opens,
an envelope flap on the letter
the sea keeps writing me sheet by sheet.
The waves turn in close to where
I swim, swirl, a conch with messages
my gene code twirls, will never forget.
The tide unravels, spreads,
my birth certificate, rolled out
on flesh toned sand. Clouds above
in a blue so vast, endless, they do
not move in any direction to try
to touch a rim in space, a place
the universe will never curve into.
Pays No Mind
The green lizard on the pink limestone patio
wall, a bolt in a door, locks us into nature.
The Kiskadee paid no mind to why imported,
ate bluebird eggs instead of the Jamaican Anole.
The cedar quickly died on us, left dead-limbed
spaces in the sky, the multi-cracks in a ceiling.
The lionfish nibbles butterfish on reefs, like
a red faced drunk hoards finger food at a buffet.
Rain drops coins at will, we are always in debt.
While Screw Palm, Coconut Fan Palm, Cuban
Royal Palm, Fiji Fan Palm, Bermuda Palm,
stately, tall; just handprint the sky, give a five.
If I Was Going To Learn About Snow
If I was going to learn about snow
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it would be in Aunt Sarah’s Mercedes,
sit in front as windshield wipers
open, close, individual fans we used
at Hillcrest to assuage the island heat.
If I was going to learn about snow
it would be when I sit in back,
and she turns around still talking,
but a soft white wraps the car,
like mosquito nets in Jamaica at
grandpa’s winter home. If I am
to learn about snow, it is when
she emerges in fur, heels, stems
thin as a martini glass, crack
ice into lines, make a map for
her new country. If I was going
to learn snow, it is when we build
a figure, pack the body tight,
pound, pound the chest, like two
small children making a plea.

Obediah Smith
Rainwater Bucket
for D.B.A.
rushin' shoppin'
fur time ta leave over
for a minute or two
to say a word or two
to you
fur sweet words ta flow
love words, love bird
flaps wings
clears throat with song
with call
alight upon the limb
I'm out on
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make your noises
noise I delight in
warbler or thrush
my heart flutters
like wings
how wet I am
my face and all inside
with tears
falling, flowing
all too freely, as freely
as poetry flows usually
oh God, I do not want
your pitying the state I'm in
this predicament
I gur ask God ta be wit' me
ta comfort me
if you are unavailable
until after the rains
begin to fall torrentially
not even a bucket left out
to catch my tears
Dorsia Smith Silva
La Noche de San Juan
At midnight,
my back hits the black water,
a warm rush of liquid cocoon.
I inhale each surging wave,
chew the salt-scented pulp
until it rolls past the pink epiglottis
and pushes into the abdomen.
I drift outward and let the frothy ripples envelop me
with plump sargasso necklaces and a kelp gown.
The mass becomes a second skin
veined like a smooth-brush braid of pulsing plasma.
I crash hard against the bubbling sheets,
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get dusted by iridescent fish and fringed flotsam.
Buoyed by the ocean’s lungs,
I am squared into the tide and spin
with my mouth wide open
until I am rocked to shore.

A-dZiko Simba
Splendid isolation 7
The Hope of Hunger
I have been looking
in every sky
in every nook
every cranny
of soft rocks and trees
I have wandered roads
alone
picking through the stink and grime
of thrown
away.
I have taken time
stringing beads
to hang, to charm
remade myself so much
that mirrors now reflect a perfect stranger.
All for-sake of yearning.
Why else the frigate spreads itself above the sea of salt,
why else the sea beats and breaks itself upon the shore,
why else the shore holds back the land,
why else the land transforms the blood to beauty,
why else the beauty’s constant urging to the sun,
if not for the hunger of hope?
In every raised glass
I have been looking.
Dissected every gesture,
dismissed no tongue,
sung in tunnels and listened for the
echo beneath the sigh.
I have glanced sideways in crowds of streets
followed footfalls,
broken open promises,
read aloud each fine print word
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traced, retraced with fingers and with feet.
I am worn out looking
yet look still
and watch
and wait
and wonder
if you are looking too.

Splendid isolation 3
Moon
Oh, you don’t know
that woman
travel all night
one eye open
one closed
watching
dark corners
lie
all night
under her
spell and still
you don’t know.

Obediah Smith
Irene Winds
just like that, in no time flat
the cover off the bottle
and there is a hurricane
blowing, howling like holy hell
and you haven't a choice
you have to drink,
you have to swallow
who took the cap off
deliberately or accidentally
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who or what let this out, set this off
my God, I hope my sons,
their mother and all of their siblings
are safe and sound
don't know what
the house they abide in can withstand
what, I wonder, has caused
all hell to break loose
this is a visitation, a visitor
far worse than Columbus
than Ponce de Leon
what change
will have been visited upon us
in a day or two
among this archipelago of islands
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PUBLIC CRIME,
INTIMATE VIOLENCE
‘The shadow of the savage lands remained.’
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Victoria Sarne
The Stranger
His eyes crawl impertinently across my face,
and trace the veins beneath my skin
lustful, lecherous and uninvited,
as if his fingers actually touched me.
He smiles almost imperceptibly, but I see it.
I see his sense of entitlement and his greedy desire.
He binds me to him with a look, as if I belong there
to be held and owned and I am breathless and afraid.
Afraid to own the hot flash of longing
concentrated like a prism of light bursting in my head,
a momentary dart of desire, not for him
but to satisfy an unacknowledged need.
Hypnotised, I fantasise bending to his will,
brain and body willing themselves into submission,
an aberration in the mind of misplaced longing.
I know he sees this in our silent exchange
and relishes his minor triumph as the victor
in this small but dangerous skirmish.
No words, no touch have crossed the divide
and yet I have somehow been violated.
I feel as if I have been raped
by the stranger on the bus
and as if I have been complicit.

Frances Farmer
My Fat Cat
I decided a few days ago to stop trying to explain why my cat is fat. The
reason was Simon Cowell.
My son came home one day from living abroad with cat in tow and moved in
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with me and my three cats. Having been cooped up in an apartment in a city for the
first year of his life, Maynard (said son’s cat) was walking on air as he encountered
the freedom of the outdoors. He wanted to race in and out like a puppy on speed.
He would howl at the front door to come in and then skip happily to the back door
and howl to go out again. We soon cured him of that.
Our garden was full of moving creatures; lizards, spiders, insects, birds, and
many other delightful beings, and Maynard’s eyes and paws were quick and as
precise as arrows as his predator instincts were unleashed on his victims. I once saw
him jump in the air after a bird and was awed at the grace and skill at the same time
as my heart thudded and sank as the bird came down in a flurry of feathers. After
about a year, Maynard’s unrelenting enthusiasm for prey, along with my guilt, began
to diminish.
When I first moved into my current residence, there were two wild cats that
would come into my yard and attack my cats. My three cats are rescue cats. One of
them had been run over by a car and is unable to defend himself in a fight. The other
two are very nervous and too afraid to fight off an aggressor. Therefore I had to take
them a few times to the vet for nasty cat bites that became infected. As a result I was
only letting them out when I was at home.
Then Maynard moved in. When the wild cats would come into the yard
Maynard would take them on fearlessly (and seemingly with relish) and chase
them out. Not only would he chase them out, he would climb over the fence after
them and make sure they left the area altogether. After a while they
stopped coming.
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When Maynard arrived at my home and emerged from his cat carrier, I could
see he was indeed a large cat. He grew even larger here. I wondered about that since
he ran around outside; I expected the exercise would slim him down after being
inactive inside a small apartment.
One day someone asked me the question I had heard so many times. “Why is
that cat so fat? “ She stared at me, as did all the others, as if it was my fault. I looked
at her and searched for a different answer this time. She was a professed Christian,
often touting God’s Works and God Made It That Way. So I told her God made him
that way. I guess God doesn’t make abhorrent things like fat cats because she didn’t
swallow that, but it did shut her up.
I remember when the cable guy came to connect a box when the cable
company was switching over to digital. My cats all run for cover under my bed
whenever the doorbell rings and then decide whether to come out when they see who
comes in. Cable Guy entered in baggy jeans, too big T-shirt and a baseball cap
backwards over his braids. He hooked up the first box in my living room and then we
moved to my bedroom for the second box. I could see pairs of eyes peering from
under the bed moving from Cable Guy to the door, assessing the risk of exposure vs.
the safety of getting out of the room with the unpredictable stranger in it. Cable Guy
was unaware there were any cats, let alone the effect of his presence on them.
The thought went through my head, “If any of you cats come out of hiding,
please not Maynard, I don’t want the questions again.” Then slowly Maynard began
to wiggle his way out of his hiding place and into the open. Cable Guy’s head turned
and his brown eyes in his beautiful mahogany skinned face widened as much as his
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jaw. His hands never left the wires as he continued to twist and connect them while
his eyes stayed riveted on Maynard.
“That cat pragnen?”, he asked, eyes still on Maynard.
“No,” I replied, “just fat.”
“You sure? She gatta be pragnen’.”
“I’m sure.”
“How you know?”
“Because that’s a boy cat.”
“What you does feed him?”
“Cat food.” He also has a smorgasbord of wildlife just outside the back door.
“Das it? I t’ought you musse does feed him boil fish and johnny bread and fried
chicken and t’ing.”
Then there was the woman who appeared panic stricken when she saw
Maynard. She told me she was planning to get a cat. She asked me what I fed him
because she didn’t want her cat to get fat. I told her I fed him cat food like I have fed
the many, many cats I have had in my life who came in all shapes and sizes; short,
tall, skinny and fat. All creatures great and small.
One day Maynard needed to go to the vet. When the vet was ready, he asked
me to take Maynard out of his cat carrier. When I did, the vet stared with the same
riveted expression of Cable Guy and said, “That’s one beeg cat!” Pause. Still staring.
“That’s one beeg cat!” Twice! He stated the obvious twice! I thought, “And if you
ask why, I’ll say ‘You’re the vet, you tell me’.” He didn’t ask. I must admit I was a
little disappointed.
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These inevitable questions when people see Maynard brings up my question,
“Why do people care that my cat is fat?”
When I was a psychology graduate student, the department head began
prodding me to pick a thesis topic. He told me to pick something I was passionate
about because I would be spending a lot of time on it. Passionate about? I had no
idea what I wanted to research, let alone something I was passionate about. However,
the pressure was on.
I had recently had my first child. I gained a lot of weight during the
pregnancy and afterwards I lost the weight through dieting. After the weight loss,
many people approached me to ask how I lost it, all hoping for a magic bullet. When
I told them they all confessed that they had tried dieting but were never able to stick
to it long enough to lose the weight they wanted.
So as I found myself hiding out from the department head as my fellow
students waved thesis topics around, I thought perhaps as a future psychologist I
might be able to help people struggling with their weight if I knew why I had been
successful with my weight loss while so many others were not. I went to the
department head with my emerging thesis topic. Not a topic I was passionate about
by any means, not even half-hearted, but a topic. I could stop hiding.
Department Head referred me to Steve, a social psychology professor, saying
that was his area. Steve referred me to some literature to get me started and off I went
to the library to become informed about dieting. Informed I became, but not in the
way I expected. This was the 1980s, and Steve had referred me to feminist literature
about body image and the pressure on women to fit society’s ideal image. My thesis
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topic changed and I never went on a diet again.
Part of that process of change was sitting in on a group therapy session for
women who were overweight. The therapist and her clients had agreed to my visit as
part of my research. I was still at the stage of thinking in the future I could help
people lose weight and I went to the session with my pen and notepad ready. I soon
put them down.
A shift in consciousness took place for me that evening that I owe to those
women. As they told their stories and their pain, I saw them transformed. The large
thighs and stomachs and breasts that I saw as fat began to take on a sense of solidity
and power until I saw these women as magnificent goddesses. I left that group
feeling humiliated and grateful that they had stripped me of the arrogance that I had
thought that I should help people change the way they look.
Years later I was working for a few years at a high school. A new student
started attending the school in grade 11 who was obese, as was the rest of her family.
Some talk among her teachers began that she wasn’t fitting in. Some said the students
weren’t accepting her; others blamed her and said she wasn’t making an effort. Then
suddenly she withdrew and her parents said she was continuing her schooling online.
A few days later a student told a staff member that the new student had been
bullied about her weight by a number of the students to the extent that she told her
parents she could not stand to go to the school anymore. I became enraged. I went
into her grade with guns blazing. I told them she had been bullied out of school. I
told them she had the right to be in school without bullying. I asked them how they
dared to torment her the way they did.
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The innocent students looked aghast and admitted that even though they had
not engaged in bullying, they had done nothing to make her feel welcome. A couple
of them phoned her later that evening and apologized and invited her to a movie. A
bit late, but bless their hearts anyway. The guilty ones just stared at the floor
throughout my tirade.
I knew who the main perpetrator was. He was an honours student and prefect;
an all round excellent student. As a young boy he had been a little overweight and
was bullied in primary school about it. His mother responded, not by demanding the
bullying stop, but by trying to get him to lose weight, because she also did not like the
way he looked. She was always dieting herself, always talking about dieting and
talking about who should be dieting. She could tell you the fat content of any food
you might name. No wonder he couldn’t stand to see an obese person.
As upset as I was at the students, I was even more concerned that the staff
members were not. The school had anti-bullying policies and had reacted
appropriately to other incidents of bullying. While the staff shook their heads at this
incident, I was alarmed that nobody seemed to be anywhere near as riled up as I was.
A couple of weeks ago I watched auditions on X Factor. One of the
contestants was a man in a wheelchair who weighed 440lbs. He had previously
weighed 940lbs. and had been bedridden. When he sang, it was clear that he had a
beautiful voice with which the judges were impressed. Three of the judges each gave
him feedback and a “yes” vote. Then it was Simon Cowell’s turn. Simon indeed
liked his voice but challenged him. Simon said if he gave him a “yes” vote he wanted
him to lose enough weight to stand up and sing without his wheelchair.
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Wow! I became enraged again. I started yelling at the TV! This man has lost
500lbs. and you, Simon Cowell, think it is not enough? Who are you to judge
weight? This is a singing competition! Stick to what you are supposed to judge.
How dare you patronize and humiliate him like that in front of so many viewers!
Alas, Simon Cowell was just pixels behind glass and could not hear me.
Neither could the man in the wheelchair, who I desperately wanted to hear me as well.
I don’t know what Simon heard his mother say about weight and dieting. What I do
know is that we have all heard negative messages about fat from one source or
another.
I do have to thank Simon though. In the middle of my rant that night during X
Factor, I had an epiphany that I no longer have to explain why my cat is fat. If people
ask me, I will assess their belief system and give them an answer accordingly, like I
did the Christian woman. So I might say “God made him that way.” Or “He came
forth from the universe like that.” Or “Oneness created him thus.” Or I might just
say, “I don’t know, and I love him just as he is.”
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Lizbette Ocasio-Russe
Karaoke Tuesday
“Si, I‘m on my way. Dame cinco, and I’ll be there.”
She hung up the phone and slammed the door of her dark red Nissan Altima. The
clanking of her key chains brought her father’s incessant voice to mind.
“You can’t have tanta cosa on your keys. The weight will ruin the ignition.”
“Si, papi, I’ll take care of it,” she always said, but never did.
The engine roared to life waking with it 104.7 kaku 105, which she listened to every
once in a while to prove she was not, in fact, the worst Boricua ever as everyone claimed
she was. Pulling out of her Condado apartment building, the lelolai became too much and
she switched to Magic 97.3. From the small radio screen an electric blur of color and the
unconventional glamour of Cyndi Lauper filled the car. Once at the stop light on el Puente
Dos Hermanos, she checked her phone.
“Avanza! I’m here!” Claudia was always on time. The light turned green, and she
sped through while responding to the text.
“Calmate, I’m almost th— ” …her car curb checked at the turn, making a menacing
clunk in the process. “Mierda.”
Her optimism faded as did any hope of arriving at El Local by 10:30. It was karaoke
Tuesday, and the place would end up packed. If you wanted decent parking, and you
certainly did, your best bet was arriving before 11:00. Her father never tired of repeating
that Santurce is not the kind of place where you can afford to park far from your destination.
You risk getting your car jacked while you’re too busy chugging $2 beer and passionately
singing Bohemian Rhapsody. The seedy shadows that may threaten, however, are not
enough to keep the allegedly young and wannabe hip from the graffiti-glazed streets serving
as catwalks for San Juan’s finest diamond dogs, who lure their victims with their siren call,
all hip swish and lip lick. It is a hot bed of creativity, uppers, downers and desires, thriving
with the tick tock of the midnight clock. There is always something to appeal to those tired
of the day to day, a band, an art exhibit, a drag show, and if you’re lucky, a privileged white
boy spitting curses into a mic to a mad beat, talkin’ bout life en la calle, getting that paper
and fucking bitches.
*
“Going to be late,” she texted, updating Claudia, then took the first exit, pulled into
the emergency lane by the San Juan Nautical Club and turned on the hazards.
“Que mierda…Come on, dad, pick up the phone.”
“Yeah, hey dad. I blew a tire…I don’t know, must have been something on the road…We have
Triple AAA? Oh, sweet…Spare? Where is it? Si, papi, I seriously don’t know.”
A tap on the window pulled her out of the conversation.
“Hang on a sec, dad,” she said, rolling the window down.
“Buenas, is everything ok?”
“…Si, fine,” she said, looking him up and down, her left brow raised.
“Doesn’t look like it, do you have a spare? I could help you switch it out.”
Uttering a quick goodbye, she hung up on her father while the stranger stood,
straddling the bike, gripping the handle bars.
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“Usually it’s in the trunk. Why don’t you go ahead and pop that open,” he said
throwing her a wink and dismounting his bike.
For a few seconds she mulled it over and decided to do as he asked, figuring that if
he succeeded she might be on her way to multiple gin and tonics all the sooner. Stepping out
of the car, she pulled her dress hem down discreetly while he followed her to the back of the
car. After watching her open the trunk, he proceeded to remove the bottom lining and reveal
the tire.
“Oye, ma, do you have a jack?”
“Umm I don’t know,” she answered, crossing her arms at his rather derogatory and
far too casual addressing of her as “ma.” “Probably not if there isn’t one there?”
“Why don’t you check under the seats?”
“Mira, thanks for your help and everything, but I’m calling Triple AAA.” Rolling
her eyes, she waved the phone at him, showing off the number.
He reduced the distance between them until only a foot was left.
“Segura? I can help you out if we find a jack, just check under the seats,” he insisted.
She took a step back.
“No, gracias. I appreciate it, though.”
She made to get back in the car, but his hand on the door impeded her.
“Is there anything else I can do before I go?” he said, removing his hand.
“No, seriously, I’m good.” She got into the driver’s seat, locked the door and stared
down at her phone. After a few seconds or so, he pedalled away.
*
Roadside assistance was due to arrive in twenty minutes, though she hoped it’d be
sooner. Letting her head fall back on the seat, she closed her eyes and pictured El Local in
full swing. The karaoke master ruled the masses from his elevated platform, overlooking the
ravenous men and women, all high-waisted pants, crops tops, mustaches and Dr. Martens,
pleading, begging to get their song higher up on the sharpie-written song list that had no
purpose. The Karaoke King only really played what he wanted and what he thought his
subjects desired, with the occasional suggestion thrown in to keep his tyranny on the downlow.
A tap, tap, tap on the window jolted her awake. The cyclist was back. She raised her
phone and gave him a thumbs up, but be persisted. Rolling her eyes, she lowered the
window.
“Sometimes these cars come with fix-a-flat, check under the seat.” He gripped his
handlebars, turning his knuckles white.
“Listen, I already told you, someone is on their way to help, so I’m good. Gracias,
but you can go,” she began rolling up the window.
“All right. So, you from around here?
The window stopped. She wasn’t even at the bar and the condescending approaches
had already begun.
“Yeah.”
“Which way is Isla Verde?”
She absentmindedly spun her college graduation ring with her thumb.
“Go down this street, and take a left at the light. It’s a straight shot down the
highway after that. Eventually you’ll see the exit signs for Isla Verde.”
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He got off the seat and straddled the bike, leaning on the open window. The feeling,
the energy, was all shadow and mist, barefoot on gravel. No comfort in the passing cars and
many lights, they weren’t really there. Her tire wasn’t blown, he hadn’t actually stopped.
His hand wasn’t getting ready to take what he could of her. Cars passed and passed, a
moment of painted backdrop and inconvenient circumstance.
She struggled to remember where in the car the heavy steering wheel lock rested.
Before she could reach beneath the passenger seat, his hand was coming at her, causing her
to cringe as far back into the seat as she could. She didn’t scream, she didn’t cry. Cars
continued to roar past them, none noticing, none stopping. The hand plunged beneath her
dress disappearing into her darkness, taking a hold of and stretching her newly purchased
Victoria’s Secret thong. It searched fearlessly, reaching inside her, his rasping breath hot on
her face. The pain was instant, no desire easing the entrance. With each additional finger he
inserted, the agony grew. Three fingers in, her silence was broken. Her screams rang
through the car and out the open window causing his other hand to close around her neck,
stifling her cries and sending her into a fit of gasps. Furiously she fought, little bird, pulling
at the hand choking her and punching the one inside her, an act which led to increased vigor.
Bruises would emerge where his fingers pressed into her neck. Intimate rubies trickled down
her leg. She finally managed to dislodge his hands with a kick, honking the horn in the
process. He vanished, pedaling away at full speed. In her side mirror she saw him look back
and shut her eyes, the feel of his hands still present between her legs and on her neck.
For a while, she just sat there, motionless, replaying the scene over and over,
imagining what she could have done differently. She reached back, retrieved the steering
wheel lock and placed it on the passenger seat. The predictability of it all infuriated her, the
helplessness clawing at her like his hands had. She took a deep breath, spun the ring on her
finger and switched on the radio, Joan Jett’s guitar blaring through the speakers. When her
phone rang, she hesitated to answer it. It was her father.
“Aja? Yeah, sorry I didn’t call right back…I’m fine…yep, waiting on road
assistance. Si, I’ll let you know. Bye papi.”
*
She managed to find parking around 11:30. After the click of the steering wheel lock
assured her it was secure, she began the walk her father had conditioned her to dread. Her
pace quick and sights set straight ahead, she fought the urge to smoke the cigarette she had
in her purse from the night before. She stopped to fish it out only to find it snapped in half.
“¡Que mierda!”
“Need a cigarette, mami?”
Frustration had blinded her to the woman leaning against the wall. Electric hair
framed a colorful face with acerola lips, the blinking neon eyes resembling the flickering
XXX sign of the store a few feet away.
“Eh, no gracias.” She made to walk away, but stopped. “Actually, that would be
great.”
The woman smiled, and from her red charol purse, removed a cigarette and offered
it. With a snap, she shut her bag and slid it onto her arm. The red hot-pants matched the
purse and left very little to the imagination. The black crop-top shaped her breasts too
nicely.
“Gracias, appreciate it.” Taking the cigarette, she noticed the slight bulge in the hot pants and the
protruding Adam’s apple.
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“You’re welcome, m’ija.”
“Mind if I smoke it with you?”
“Don’t get any ideas. This is my corner.”
“Oh, I’m not…don’t worry. I’ll get going as soon as I’m done. I’m headed to El
Local.” She retrieved her lighter and set the cigarette aflame. The familiar crackling of the
freshly lit cigarette soothed her.
The woman nodded and took a drag of her own cigarette, a luscious kiss staining the
white between her fingers. The smoke flowed skillfully from between her parted lips. It
swirled toward the flickering lamp post and dissipated.
“I used to go there.”
A tinge of nostalgia corrupted her eyes, revealing the age lines previously unnoticed.
“¡Vaya, mami! Diablo tanta pierna, got any for me?” Three guys walked along the
other side of the street. The one that spoke wore a far too large purple Nike shirt, his hair
tied in a disheveled ponytail.
“Like you could handle this! Keep walking mamao, unless you’re willing to pay.”
They laughed.
“Jodias putas.” They walked on.
The woman, still leaning, seemed unbothered and remained as emotionless as the
graffitied wall behind her. The other, motionless at her side, stared. No more blood, no more
tears, the sun didn’t shine here. Only the moon stood watch, cold and unfeeling, fueling the
night’s debauchery.
The shadow of the savage hands remained while she smoked the rest of her cigarette
with the colorful woman in silence. Clothes, make-up? The assumed presence of breasts and
a vagina? Fucking cabrones, excremento de la sociedad.
She dropped the cigarette, shrugged and stamped it out. “Ni modo,” she exclaimed, a
hint of a smile emerging on her lips as she began walking off.
“If you’re craving a drink, come by the bar. It’s on me.” She turned around,
throwing her words over her shoulder. “Thanks for the cigarette.”
The woman, still leaning and smoking, chuckled.
“You’re welcome, m’ija.”
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Randy Baker
Simone’s Duppy
Simone never like to be alone, but that’s how she spend much of her time. After walking home
from school, she would play alone in her room until someone else come home. Her mother, Andrea,
did work at the patty shop, down the hill in the village. Basil only did work some of the time. Most
of the time him was just lookin’ likkle work, or so him did say. Most times him was spending
Andrea’s money down the rum bar.
Even at age seven, there were things Simone dread more than being alone, or even duppy. Home
alone, in their little cottage, she would wait for either Mommy or Basil to reach. She always hope
her mother reach first. Always. Basil was worse than duppy. No duppy ever try hurt Simone. So,
when the duppy did come, it never concern Simone. Actually, it made her feel less lonely and
afraid.
Basil wasn’t Simone’s father. He was just the latest of the men that did live in them house over the
last few years. Sometimes, for spite, Basil would make Simone call him “daddy”, but Simone never
know her father. She was sure, though, that her real daddy was nothing like Basil.
Though Simone did not like to be alone, as she often was, it was Basil that truly frighten her. He
was mean. Very mean. Even when Andrea was home, Basil never talk nice to the girl, but it was a
whole other thing when Andrea did gone. Him would cuss Simone, drape her up by the collar and
shake her bad. Him would box her head or beat her all across her backside and legs. Hard.
Anything Simone said or did seem to vex up Basil. So, she sat alone in her room fretting, hoping
Basil wouldn’t trouble her before Mommy reach home. She never understand how her mommy
never make Basil leave for good, but she thought it was because Mommy afraid, too. Basil never
nice to Mommy, either. Is only Basil one never seem to be afraid of anything. Him just do as him
please.
Things hadn’t always been so, but Simone was too young to remember it being any different. She
knew that Mommy had grown up in this same little house, but she had no idea how different things
had been back then. Mommy never talk much about them times from before. In truth, Andrea had a
happy childhood, but over the years had grown bitter. Life never turn out like how she did think it
would go.
Andrea’s parents had built this house when she was a little girl. After two miscarriages, Andrea was
like a gift to them. Her father was a bus driver. He spent long hours on the winding mountain roads,
running his multi-colour country bus between Kingston and Port Maria. When he was home,
though, he doted on his little family. Andrea practically worshipped her father.
Mama Inez is the name everyone did call Andrea’s mother. She was a short, round woman with a
twinkle in her eyes. She tended to their little home and small plot of land. One day a week, she
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would take a load of fruits and ground provisions and set up her stall at the produce market in
Constant Spring. None of these things, though, was how Mama Inez get to be known in her
community.
All of them things were things that she did. What she was is what people did call an Obeah woman.
Most everyone in the community did go church on Sunday, but most everyone also did go Mama
Inez when they did really need something. Mama Inez could sell you little oil o’ love me, or
something to cure a running belly, or any manner of helpful things to get you through life. Them
say Mama Inez was no poppy show Obeah woman, though. Them say she could talk to the spirits
them for real.
Andrea sometimes go on like she shame, true her mother was an Obeah woman, but when Mama
Inez was still alive, Andrea never feel so. Is only later that she learn to shame of her mother. Is only
later she turn bitter and vex with her life. Is later that she did lose hope and start take up with man
like Basil.
*****
It was one afternoon after school that the duppy did first come to Simone. The little girl was sitting
in the floor, reading a book, when she did think say she feel something. It wasn’t quite a sound and
not so much a movement, just a feeling. Like say something, or someone, was in the house. Simone
stop reading and look around, but there was nothing to see or hear.
Basil soon come home and, then, there was plenty to see and hear. He did drunk on the rum again
and shouting and knocking things around. Him always get vex when Andrea not there to feed him,
even though him know say she working. When him get tired of knocking around the little furniture
they did have, him decide to knock around Simone. It wasn’t the worst beating she had taken from
him, but it was enough. There was insults and pushing. Him thump her one good time and then go
lay down to fall into one alcohol fuelled sleep.
Sobbing to she self, Simone retreated to her room. This time she did feel the presence again and it
come like she could see the air move. A duppy for sure, she thought, but she still never afraid.
Something about the duppy made her less fearful and Simone wondered if the duppy was the spirit
of Mama Inez. It never matter, though, because when you live with Basil, a harmless duppy is
nothing to worry about.
It was not much longer until Andrea reach home. When Simone come out of her room, Andrea
could tell there had been trouble. She never say a word about it, though. She just ask where is Basil
and then go outside to build a fire to cook supper. Simone followed her Mommy outside.
“Mommy,” the girl asked, “is duppy a real ting?”
“What make you ask them kinda foolishness, gyal?” Andrea snorted. “Duppy is just story to
frighten likkle pickney. You ‘fraid a duppy?”
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“No,” Simone answered, honestly, before letting the subject drop. Mommy seemed aggravated at
the question.
*****
Over the next few weeks, Simone felt the duppy with her more and more often. At first, it did come
mostly after Basil cause trouble. Then it start come when Simone alone after school. Sometime it
was a vague feeling, but a lot of time it feel just like someone else sitting in the room.
When Simone sat at the table, eating with Mommy and Basil, she could feel the duppy watching
them. She looked at the grown up faces, checking to see did they notice anything. They never
notice. After a time, Simone felt to ask again about duppies. Grown ups were supposed to know
about them kind of something.
“Mommy,” Simone asked. “You sure say is no such ting as duppy?”
Mommy kissed her teeth in annoyance, but Basil laugh a loud, demeaning laugh.
“Wha’ you know ‘bout duppy?” he snorted. “You nah know duppy come and tek way pickney what
don’t behave themself? Better mind duppy don’t come get you.”
Basil laugh him rough laugh again, but Simone wasn’t frightened. Clearly, neither Andrea nor Basil
knew a thing about duppy. Simone was sure there was a duppy in the house. It was real, but nothing
to be afraid of. Better she just keep it secret for now. She never want them to vex more and them
wouldn’t believe her, anyway.
That was the last half way quiet meal the three would have together. Basil was soon off on a rum
spree. Him never even come home for two days and when him did come home, as usual it was just
Simone there. She was in her room playing when him come in the house. His footsteps were heavy
and angry, but everything else was quiet. Too quiet.
Simone held her breath for what seemed an hour. There was no sound. Then, without warning,
Basil bust up into the room. Him was cussing and shouting so til Simone never even understand
what him saying. His eyes were on fire, though, and the little girl’s blood ran cold with fear.
Rightfully so, because Basil gave her the worst beating of her life. When Mommy finally come
home, she found her daughter still crumpled in the floor like a rag doll, bruised but mostly intact.
Andrea tended to her little girl, but never say a thing about Basil. That night in bed, Simone could
feel the duppy strong. The duppy stay right there by the bedside. Basil had gone off to the rum bar
again, but Simone stay awake late-late, afraid of what might happen when him come home. As
much as she had always been afraid of Basil, for the first time, the seven year old considered the
possibility that the man might kill her. Simone believed that Mommy loved her, but she also knew
that Mommy could do nothing to protect her.
“Are you Mama Inez?” Simone whispered to the duppy. As she lay in bed, it was the first time she
ever speak to the duppy. She feel kind of foolish, but she wanted to believe that someone was there
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for her. If the duppy was her Mama Inez that would maybe make her feel little better. But there was
no answer. By this point, Simone never doubt the duppy was real, but she never really expect an
answer.
*****
The next day was Saturday. There was no school and Andrea was not working. Basil never come
home the night before, but him show up in middle of the morning, drunk as a lord. Andrea was
outside doing the wash and Simone was playing in the yard. When Basil started in on Andrea about
where’s his food, Simone slipped into the house. The look on Basil’s face reminded her of the day
before when he hurt her. The same rage glowed in him eyes them.
As Simone took refuge in her bedroom, she hear Basil voice raising and Andrea screaming. Soon
she hear them storm into the house. Furniture breaking, more screaming, more crying and Basil
hateful voice shouting over all of it. World War Three going on outside Simone’s room, as she
cowered behind her bed.
That’s when Simone feel the duppy come again. This time the duppy come in strong like wind.
Simone could feel the duppy filling the room, surrounding her. Outside, the brawl only got worse.
When Simone hear Basil calling out she name, her body went rigid. “Not again”, she prayed
silently. Her young mind knew that if Basil got his hands on her this time, it would probably be the
last.
“No, no,” Simone whimpered, almost silently, squeezing her eyes shut, as she waited for the
inevitable.
That’s when it spoke - the duppy, the thing, the presence. It was like a sound, but without sound.
There were words, but not out loud. It was more like the duppy put the words inside Simone’s head.
It was real, though. The duppy was talking to the girl. It had three words for her.
“Don’t be afraid.”
That’s when it happened. The air got thick and it was like you could see the wind shifting, almost
like the duppy taking form. There was a noise like the rustling of leaves, growing louder until
things, solid things, started shaking in the house. If Simone had ever been in an earthquake, the
trembling house might have reminded her of one. Simone could feel anger in the air, but it wasn’t
directed at her. It suddenly popped in her mind; the duppy get vex.
With a rush of wind, the duppy pass through the door into the outside room. There was more noise.
It was an eerie sound, but also more furniture breaking and other such noise. Simone could hear
pathetic, frightened crying from her Mommy. She also hear Basil screaming and, yes, him was
crying, bawling like a baby. The sounds she was hearing were something she had a hard time
believing. It was the sound of fear coming from Basil. Fear more than a little girl getting a beating
from a big man. Basil was screaming like the devil himself take hold of the man.
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As quick as it all started, it was over. Basil had escaped out the front door and was running away,
screaming and babbling like a mad man. Later, some of the neighbours would say that Basil had run
past like a streak of lightning, eyes like empty saucers, raving about duppies. His cuts and bruises
told the story of a beating, but no one could understand how big man Basil could take a beating in a
house with nothing but woman and little girl in it.
Simone felt the duppy come back into her room, only it was once again a calm presence. It was
calm, but strong. Stronger than ever before. It had spoken and it had done something out there,
something to Basil. Simone was worried about her Mommy, but she waited. She sat and felt the
presence of the duppy gather around her.
“Are you a duppy? Are you Mama Inez?”
Simone asked with more confidence this time. After all, the duppy had spoken to her already. It had
told her not to be afraid. The duppy had protected her. Simone felt she would get an answer this
time. Everything felt different now.
“Duppy? You’s a duppy, or what? An angel? Mama Inez?”
“No, child.” It was the voice that wasn’t a voice. Feminine, but not quite human. “I’m not your
Mama Inez, but your Mama Inez know me. I’m not a duppy, or an angel, but some people call me
those things. I’ve been called many, many things by many, many people.”
“Then what’s your name?” Simone asked, speaking with her mind, instead of her mouth.
“Oh, I have many names, also, but you can call me Erzulie. We are going to be friends, you and I,
and you will never have to be afraid again.”
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Carlyon Blackman
Morning Dew
Elliot could not wait to see the look on Sam’s face when he announced his promotion at dinner that
evening. He had finally made top seller for the year and he was in an expansive mood. Competition
between the two men had always been keen, more so now that Sam was officially retired and had
ample time to kidnap his daughter’s affection from her doting beau. At their first meeting, Sam had
told Elliot if the job at the plant wasn’t working out for him, he had a real good opportunity at the
lot. Elliot appreciated the offer but marrying Sam’s daughter was enough bragging rights. It would
not do to get too friendly with her old man - he would rather chew through the inside of both
cheeks. Besides, he’d learnt the hard way the old coot didn’t miss a trick.
The morning’s wet and hazy conditions mirrored Elliot’s nerves. He slowed down. With the
coveted gourmet account added to his portfolio, Elliot was sure he could replace this old faithful
with a slightly newer ride by year end. Living on constant high alert called for cool planning, a
state of play not unfamiliar to Elliot who believed in taking his time before moving in for the thrust.
Finally, his reflection informed him he looked the salesman’s part – someone you would trust
implicitly with your life, who made you clamour for something when two minutes before you had
no need of it.
“Bye dear. Drive carefully now.”
Pale coral lips kissed him below his ear, dragged him back to the present.
“Don’t forget to pick up some of that expensive red wine I told you about. Daddy has his chops set
on a porterhouse and we mustn’t disappoint.”
“I thought your father couldn’t eat any more red meat, doctor’s orders.”
“You know Dad - ‘feet up, tail in the air, medium rare, that’s my beef.’”
“Yeah, your old man’s a scream alright.”
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Out the door, Elliot adjusted his seatbelt and backed out of the driveway carefully. The kids next
door forgot sometimes to put away their bikes and skateboards. He’d have to speak to them about
being more responsible but later this evening, when he returned.
He liked mornings like this, so fresh and crisp it hurt your throat to breathe. Porscha usually left
late for her part-time office job at her father’s dealership so he had the entire sleepy street to
himself. The slow emergence of the sun made a patchwork of spilt ink in the sky, reminding him of
a line in one of Sylvia Plath’s poems. To be that sad and wanting to end it all, he just could not
imagine it. He was set on having a wonderful life: safely married, perhaps a child, maybe a dog, far
enough away from Sam, and definitely time for his little, umm ... indulgences.
Elliot caught himself humming to an FM station playing alternative music on the car radio. The
other news stations were a dizzy loop of bodies missing, body parts, parts unknown. Still he must
admit everything he’d planned was coming together quite nicely. He’d timed and rehearsed various
techniques in his head. He was ready. After checking for oncoming traffic, he merged into the left
lane, even though the line in front was inching slowly. He couldn’t afford any tickets today.
Several conservation workers were cleaning along his side of the road and vehicles drove round
bright orange safety cones. The moving figures were enveloped in neon yellow rain gear and broad
straw hats. They reminded him of mushrooms he found in gullies full of creepy crawlies which he
saw under rocks and rusty galvanized sheets in wild abandoned areas. Which of them, he
wondered, was less harmless? You couldn’t tell by looking, they said, but it was a point of pride
with him that he had the kind of face people liked.
“Heah mister!” A hoodie covering a girl was working the hard shoulder looking for a ride.
Elliot obligingly rolled the car to a stop. “Are you all right?”
“I got somewhere I need to be.” She said this quickly as if by way of explanation.
“Oh. Ok. Come on, get in.”
In a rush of motion Elliot leant back and cleared the front passenger seat. For a moment, he became
all thumbs, ears and eyes.
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She was a wiry thing, disturbing the cracked leather space with her moist copper scent. Fine beads
of sweat dotted her upper lip, while her leggings stuck to her like a newborn’s pelt. She’d shifted
her tote bag to a side and snapped on her seatbelt. Elliot smiled with approval. He couldn’t stand
careless drivers who allowed their passengers - little kids - to ride without being securely strapped
in. Small bodies had a way of disappearing and getting mangled; where was the beauty in that?
“Thanks mister, you’re a life-saver.”
Days like today he didn’t mind change; he felt himself prepared for anything. There would be time
enough to take her all the way and back. She sat quietly, relieved to be out of the rain. He had the
impression of being locked in a cage with a small wounded animal. Even when she was gone he
would still be able to taste her scent on his breath. On the way to the office he kept remembering
the sound of her thighs coming unglued, the sharp popping noise they made when she tried to
clamber out; her well done portions of rib eye, flank, tenderloin almost made him asphyxiate.
I go this way, if you’re interested he’d said from the beginning. He had only seen her once since
then, ever solitary and on the lookout. She had told him her name, but Elliot would not remember
it - Sherry? Claire? Rhea? - what would be the point? He remembered though its soft growl, that
its roughness suited her, excited him. Yesterday, instead of getting in she’d placed her small soft
paw on his muscled arm and leaned in to him.
“I got something for you,” she whispered urgently. Startled, Elliot fumbled his reply.
Mistaking his silence for assent she promised hastily, “Tomorrow. I’ll be waiting.”
“That was wonderful, sweetheart. Go with the others. Let me finish up in here.”
Over the sink, looking out to the neat hydrangea beds and beyond to the invisible sight line of the
street’s edge, Elliot replayed the day’s events in his head starting with the unexpected entrée
leading to the thrilling end. A new client had set up a long standing order for their premium
selections from which he was sure to get a tidy commission. He’d also been given some promising
leads on new business which he had promptly followed up. Not a bad day’s work. His Ma had
always said with persistence and dedication he could make do with anything.
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“I like to see you like this, Elliot. If only my husband would not try quite so hard. Sam’s wife,
Mercedes, smiled at her son-in-law and brought Sam his weak drink.
He imagined his fiancée would still be a beautiful woman after years of regular spit and polish. The
thought pleased him. Frugal living made you appreciate a splurge every now and then. At sixteen
he’d earned his first car from the proceeds of odd jobs around the neighbourhood. He remembered
the hours spent going over every surprising detail, getting to know every inch of her classic frame.
His Da had told him it would never do to love like that, an all-consuming love, not minding faults,
concentrating only on promise not performance. Such things had a way of making you become a
slave. Soon enough the gloss faded and your insides would be nothing but a birdcage of rust and
regret for all your trouble.
In all the years since then, Elliott had gotten better at knowing where to make the initial incision
himself, where nature would best reveal its true intentions. He savoured pleasure for several
moments then cautiously folded it back inside himself like a necklace of origami birds. With the
rest of last night’s dinner stored in the fridge, the counters wiped clean, the garbage tagged and
bagged, he turned his back on the street for a much deserved rest. He’d forgotten to speak to the
next door kids. The streetlight reflected off their upturned bicycles and skateboards making eerie
shapes on the sidewalk. He could scarcely wait for the roar of the morning.

The Quiet Corner Lot
The postman was relieved to reach the last house on the left in the quiet corner lot. Outside was
overcast and steaming; the garden fairly thrummed in the pressure-cooked air. The white old-style
bungalow with the careful purple trim seemed an instant oasis this sweltering July. He had been
working his route for two years now and prided himself on being able to gauge the nuances of
people, situations, things, yet the comings and goings of the house’s occupants were still a mystery
to him.
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She had moved in – the school teacher woman - when the previous owner had gone into a nursing
home. He delivered the usual bills and subscriptions, and quite recently the odd official looking
mail with an overseas postmark had started to arrive. His wife said maybe she was planning a trip
that he didn’t know about, or perhaps she wanted to get away from nosy neighbours besides it was
nobody’s business anyway, and shouldn’t he be careful not to get too involved like last time, if he
really wanted that office promotion.
The grey black tabby with the unlikely name of Lucrezia Borgia was seated on a pillow in the
verandah surveying him coolly. She was one smart puss, no doubt about that. Even though he
dangled bits of string in front of her, she deliberately ignored him which made him more dogged
than his usual canine self. However, there would be no messing around today; not with Her
Majesty staked out in the verandah waiting. Once again his wife was correct: after a while animal
owners really started to look and behave like their pets.
“Nasty weather we’re having, Miss Quinn. It must surely get to you, all this stickiness.”
“You’d be surprised at what a body could get used to, if it has half a mind.”
“Met Office says we’re in for a lot more pounding tonight... if you catch my meaning.” The end of
his warning was delivered sotto voce but by now his light blue uniform shirt was sticking
noticeably to his big low belly. A clatter of slippers on the tiled steps thankfully shifted both their
attention away from his obvious discomfort.
Halfway down, they saw Lily of the pepper-licorice scent. He followed the length of her leg and
noted the older woman’s similar reaction. Spying the unfamiliar silver bracelet with the zigzag
pendant round the thick ankle, he threw her a knowing smile. He’d heard about certain types of
females who were into that kind of thing... still he better be moving on before that cloud burst and
he couldn’t find a suitable place to take cover.
“He is such a character!” Lily laughed, showing off big even white teeth.
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“Men like him are harmless enough; it’s the quiet ones you have to watch out for.”
The torpor of the afternoon melted each woman’s resolve. It had become their custom, on the
weekend, to relax in the tiny gazebo under the shade of a benevolent neem tree. Quinn would work
steadily on her final poetry draft and Lily would be revising material for her final year graphic
design portfolio. Yet neither woman could concentrate in the heat. Anyone who has been fortunate
to experience a tropical rain knows firsthand the mutability of nature; that precipitation cannot be
contained but is always welcome.
A colleague in the Literature department at the college where she taught had brought Lily to
Quinn’s attention. Lily was an emancipated minor, her closest family an army dad she saw briefly
between dangerous overseas missions; that summer she became Quinn’s permanent houseguest.
Perhaps it had been the constant threat of separation but what had started out as a favour to a friend
had taken instant possession of Quinn’s senses to the exclusion of all else. Her recent offer of
tenure abroad had given shape to her desire but still she felt ambivalent as the weather.
Drenched from head to toe, Lily and Quinn laughingly escaped inside the house. In the bathroom,
Lily took a fresh towel and dried Quinn’s hair while her own locks let liquid trails run down her
back and pool darkly at her feet. Later they would mop up other puddles left under the east facing
bedroom windows where they hadn’t bothered to close them from the wind. Outside was a tempest
and inside both women were in its thrall. Quiet built into noise. Ragged sounds tore across the
length of the room and skittered off the walls: Quinn thought now was the time to open up herself
to new resistant poems; Lily thought how impossibly close are the stars when accompanied by
thunder and light.
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Grey Matters
Henry was up early after a nasty bout of cramp. It had been his wife’s stated duty to faithfully rub
out his pain before her own had a chance to announce good morning, but she had passed away six
months before and he still hadn’t gotten used to fending off this particular demon.
This morning’s service was set for 9:30 so he had a little time to get coffee and a shower. He hated
his sour old man sweat but it was hard some days finding the interest or the strength to be anything
other than defeated. His dark grey suit, loose and fresh from the laundry, had done quite a lot of
mileage. It would be money well spent his wife had insisted, no doubt looking ahead to leaner
times. Except for the methuselah wearing it, the suit still looked pretty decent.
He wondered if that boy of his was up and ready. He hadn’t heard him come in but then again he
never did. At night it was like disarmament in his room: out go the hearing aid and teeth; off go the
cane, bifocals and slippers; on go the socks and pyjamas; in go the antacid, sleeping aid and
whatever quack medicine his fool doctor was prescribing for his latest setback.
When Henry was a young man, a rich palette of women had hurled themselves at him and he had
been too much of an enlisted man to refuse. His job as seaman on the Princess Line took him up
and down the Eastern seaboard where he had launched many an offensive. One time he had been
very entranced by a young Polish girl so well endowed he had almost smothered himself to death
until she woke him with her urgent shoving.
He’d lost his grandfather’s pocket watch scrambling to get out that third floor one-bedroom walkup. Shimmying down the fire exit in record time, Pappy’s calypso resounded loudly in his ears,
Never take your clothes off inside a man’s house,
If the captain’s away, then you got to be a mouse.
He missed that ragged timepiece but she had likely tossed sentimentality aside for a newer model.
Throwing his legs over the bed, he walked stiffly to the bathroom to relieve himself. Sitting on the
chair in the shower he thought about Deka. She’d come in to the specialist to have her eyes
checked, getting loud when she had to endure the long wait. Normally he didn’t like bold and
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brassy, but her truculence reflected his inner conflict. He kept stealing glances at her magnificent
rage. She looked to be about his age, but the flirty red blouse she wore made him feel fractious like
an adolescent boy.
“What you looking at? You never see a real woman before?”
“Begging your pardon. You talking to me?”
“I’m sure not talking to myself. “
“Madam, you must be confusing me with somebody else.”
“How you expect me to mix up a slow coach like you with a young yam like myself.”
As her deep belly laugh exploded from her tart damson mouth, he felt every one of his
septuagenarian years.
After that hard start, they had seen each other again and hadn’t yet run out of things to say. She’d
never had children, but a bevy of nephews and nieces visited around the holidays. Henry told her
about the 45-year-old-son living with him that he didn’t care for, and the dead wife he hadn’t cared
for enough. Deka told him independence from other people was a wonderful feeling and men were
only good for investigating strange sounds and twisting the caps off things. Henry thought her too
forward and ornery. Deka said men like him were the reason she would never get married. Henry
said she’d no reason to worry on that score.
Henry climbed out of the shower and dressed as carefully as he could. He combed over his bald
pate, dabbed cologne on his face and posed a red kerchief around his neck. Deka liked pretty
things, useful things and she would have objected to the faint smell of regret he couldn’t seem to
disguise. His son looked at him strangely as he settled into the back seat of the sedan he no longer
drove. In the opposite direction, a little girl straight-jacketed in a car seat twisted to stare at his
wrinkled set face.
“Ready to bounce, Da? I got places to be.”
“I know.”
“You don’t have to go. She won’t know the difference.”
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‘You think you got time put down. Tell the boy to stop waiting for you to dead. Don’t let him rob
you of what joy you have left.’ Deka’s harangue followed him up the church steps where her cherry
wood casket waited for him. There she was again, finessing a grand entrance into his life, making
him catch his breath. A clutch of women in the back pew audibly gasped when Henry pressed his
sad mouth to her vivid lips. Throughout the short service, her lipstick rested brightly on him.
Henry went back to his routine, but now he got annoyed at little things he’d never bothered too
much about before. He told his son he could have whatever furniture or keepsakes he wanted to kit
out his new place; he would even buy him a house-warming present when the time came. All
Henry wanted was enough time to do all the interesting things they had planned and time enough to
hear Deka tell him what was missing in his colourful life.

Jody Rathgeb
THIEVES
The first reports of a thief on the island came from Dolphin Run, that group of houses
toward the western point owned by rich ex-pats from Canada and the U.S. Tools were missing from
one house, and a woman said her diamond ring was gone and the window left open.
The chief handled those, but when more white people reported—a camera swiped from a
kitchen table, broken door locks and laptops gone—he called me in and assigned me the
investigation.
I was surprised. “Really?” So far on the job, I’d only filed reports and gone with him to
check vehicle registrations and licenses. Police work here felt a whole lot like schoolwork.
“The women are putting in the calls, Rickie. They’ll be more comfortable with you.” He
tossed a folder across his desk.
I opened the folder. Dolphin Run. I never had much to do with the place, even though I was
born here. Those people keep to themselves and don’t mix much. Some are friendly and come to
Saturday barbecue, buy rounds of drinks, but there were others out there I’d never met. I knew I
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was getting the case because it was women, but I was pleased because it was Dolphin Run and not
my own.
The first house had been left open, the camera begging to be stolen. “We’ve always felt so
safe here. We didn’t think we needed to lock up when we’re just down at the beach.” I gave the
woman our community policing speech, reminding her to be more cautious.
At the laptop home I recognized the couple, retirees who’d spent many winters here. They
recognized me, too.
“Aren’t you one of the Simons girls?” the woman asked, placing an unasked-for lemonade
in front of me.
“Thank you. Yes, ma’am. You know my sisters?”
“I was friends with their teacher, Mrs. Hartley, and used to help out at the school now and
then. You’re somewhat younger, right? Harry, this is the youngest Simons girl, Rickie, isn’t it?” I
nodded.
The man nodded, too. “Oh, I remember Anna and Marty! Smart girls, off to school so fast,
one after the other. Neither one’s here now, right?”
“No sir. Anna’s a lawyer in England, and Marty works in Florida, computers.”
Mrs. Cameron put a bowl of peanuts in front of me. “You didn’t go off to school, too?”
I waited until the peanut finally went down my throat. “No, ma’am. Mama said things were
changing. I went to the police academy instead. And now I can help her out. ” I was eager to get
past my gloss-over. “Now, we need to talk about what happened here.”
We got down to business. They showed me the broken-in window and described their
laptops. I took notes as we all commented on the size of the window, and I promised to put in a
search of the pawn shops on Grand Taino.
Then the thief started hitting local places, too. A bicycle went missing from Gary Forbes’
house, followed by a break-in at Perry’s bar, lots of liquor and all the cigarettes.
Did he want to get caught, want us to know who did it? I’m not sure. Either that or he was
dumber than a bag of sand, as Mama would say. I was locking up the station one afternoon when a
kid came by with a bucket.
“Hey officer, wanna buy a cigarette?”
The bucket was filled with cigarettes, all loose out of their packets. I gave him a long look.
Freddy Silver, son of my sister’s brother-in-law. He’d always been troublesome, I’d heard. Held
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back in school, running loose, sassy. Small for 15, which I thought was his age. Wiry. Just the type
to wiggle through a small window.
Most kids, a police officer looks at him as long as I did, would get a little shy. Not Freddy.
“I said, you wanna buy a cigarette?” he said loudly, like I couldn’t hear.
I put my hands on my hips and turned a bit so the badge would catch the sun. Authority.
“Freddy, where did you get those cigarettes?”
He grinned boldly, showing gap teeth. “I’m an entrepreneur.”
“I’m surprised you know that word,” I said, and I truly was. Maybe he wasn’t dumb. Maybe
he was smart, smarter than me. “Tell you what. Why don’t you entrepreneur yourself down to
Perry’s bar and offer him those cigarettes, free. His stock was stolen.”
“And what do I get?” Still that saucy grin.
“You get to stay out of my jail.”
He swung the bucket. “I ain’t 18 yet. You wouldn’t do that. I’m a minor.”
“Well, don’t you know all the fancy words?” I wished the chief would show up, but knew
he’d gone home for the day. “So as a minor, you don’t drink, right? That means Perry can also get
back his liquor.”
Freddy scowled. Finally. “You can’t tell me what to do,” he mumbled and shuffled off,
banging that butt bucket against his thigh.
A bucket of cigarettes, a bag of sand. I could feel my uniform shirt sticking to me and hated
myself for not saying anything else. But I figured that I’d found my thief. The next question was
what to do.
I didn’t get much time to think about it. The next heist was a big one. Our thief hit three
houses in Dolphin Run in one night: two cameras, a laptop, an iPod and three cellphones. All were
window break-ins and the owners said there were footprints outside the windows. They conferred
with each other and determined that it was the work of two people; they were eager to have me go
out and take a look. I didn’t want to tell them we had no equipment to do anything with a footprint,
so I went and just nodded and took pictures. The prints were small, though, so I was pretty sure it
was Freddy.
I talked to the chief first, because I knew better than to make an arrest without him,
especially a kid.
“You’re sure about this?”
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“Chief, unless this stuff is already at the ferry dock, ready to go to Grand Taino for sale, I’d
say we’ll find it just by going to Freddy Silver’s house.”
He rubbed his big hands over a bald head and sighed. “I hate it when it’s kids, one of our
own. I’d like to keep him out of jail. Give him a chance.” He looked at me, a few seconds too long.
“Why don’t you go by the house and talk to the mother?”
My stomach flipped, but I agreed. You don’t want to doom a kid before his life even gets
started. Tell him there are no options. Right?
Henrietta Silver lived by the bay, down a road that was supposed to be lined with affordable
homes for islanders. It didn’t work out that way. When the job situation sank, no one could afford
even the lots, and then the bank failed so there were no mortgages. Even people who worked for the
government, or who’d gotten a scholarship for foreign study, were hurting. One reason my sisters
didn’t come back. So the road was bush on both sides until the Silver house, which predated the
bust.
The place had never been painted, but it was a sturdy little house made of concrete blocks
with a corrugated tin roof. The Silver family included six children, but now only Henrietta and the
two youngest lived here. The older kids were scattered through the U.S., Bahamas and other
islands, and Frank Silver had followed a construction job to a new resort being built in Nassau. I
supposed he sent back money. Henrietta probably didn’t have to rely on relatives, like my mother
did until I could help out.
I parked in the yard and stepped up to the porch. The TV inside was cranked up loud, so I
knocked hard to be heard. Waiting for someone to hear and answer, I looked off to my left. There it
was, everything: laptop, cameras and all, piled right there on a green plastic chair.
The door opened, and I turned my head to see Freddy following my gaze. I don’t know what
I expected him to do—run? Give me a story?—but I didn’t expect a smirk. “Yeah?” he said. The
punk.
“I’d like to talk to your mother.”
“She ain’t here,” he lied, as she appeared behind him.
“Mrs. Silver, I’d like to talk with you about Freddy.”
She didn’t seem surprised, just gave a grunt and opened the door wider, pushing Freddy
aside.
“Uh, let’s talk out here,” I said. “With Freddy.”
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“I ain’t got time,” she said, but she came out to the porch and started moving things around
so we could sit. Freddy slid along the outside of the railing, finally looking like the dog that raided
the chicken coop. I waited until Henrietta lifted the laptop pile.
“Mrs. Silver, did you buy those things you’re holding?”
She looked at Freddy. “No. These are the boy’s.”
“Freddy, did you buy those things?” The chair was now clear, but I didn’t sit.
The boy hung his arms over the porch rail. “Sort of,” he said to the floor. Finally we were
getting somewhere.
“Sort of,” I repeated. Henrietta was sitting now, looking at me with no expression. Like she
didn’t know what was coming. “Ma’am, we have a good reason to believe your son stole those
items from homes in Dolphin Run.”
“Which son?” she asked. I opened my mouth, but the surprise kept me silent. “You see, they
work as a team, Freddy and his little brother.” She smiled, Freddy all over. “What I understand is,
Freddy does the planning and gets the window open, then the little one, Evan, crawls in and gets it.”
I was still working through this when she stood and shuffled toward the door. “Go ahead.
You caught ’em. Take the stuff and give it back.”
My head started shaking, almost all by itself. No. Too easy. Too easy for them, too easy for
her. I was sure even the chief wouldn’t put up with this. I followed her inside.
A young boy, I guess Evan, sat in front of a flat-screen TV playing a video game. He kept
his eyes straight, showing nothing. Henrietta ignored him and went into the kitchen. I paused,
taking it in, trying to think like police, then followed her. Both boys trailed behind me.
I took a breath and put my hands on my hips. I felt my hardware and took its strength. “You
think that’s it? Lady, I’m telling you your boys are thieves! They can go to jail! What kind of a
mother are you?”
Henrietta slammed a frying pan onto her stove and faced me. “I’m a mother who knows her
kids. These two ain’t school-smart. I think you know about that. Probably won’t even get through,
so where does that put them? But they clever. They’re good at thieving, so why shouldn’t they be
thieves? And jail? What, you’re gonna put these little ones in jail? Hah. Don’t be stupid.”
I could feel the sweat at my hairline starting to run down. I know about that? Don’t be
stupid? What did that mean? Was she talking about me or her kids? As I reached up to wipe my
face, I caught sight of the boys. No smirks, nothing, just taking it in. Like me, sitting there while
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Mama told the school principal how stupid I was. Am. She’s not smart enough to send to college.
How about police school? I didn’t want this. Didn’t want to be talking with a woman who sees
crime as a life. Didn’t want to see crime as a life. So I’m police. And this is simple, right? Here are
the thieves. All of them.
I caught myself. Nodded. Stuffed it down. “Mrs. Silver, I will take back those items on the
porch, and I will file a report. We’ll be watching.”
Just giving a warning probably wasn’t smart. I’m probably not smart. But I wanted the kids
to hear, because maybe they had more brains than she gave them credit for. Maybe there was
another future. Holding myself in, remembering my place, I left Henrietta and her kids in the
kitchen, swiping the TV remote on my way out.
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LOVE etc.
‘There was a boy I liked, with old cars.’
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Obediah Smith
Game of Chance
for M.L.R.
she wants to be able
to push men about
as if they were light
or light to lift
as if they were all
just puppies on strings
to pull, to yank
to caress sometimes
kick sometimes
kiss sometimes
she wants a man
to have, to hold
when it´s cold
to enfold, to enfold her
when she feels like it
to refuse
when she does not
feel like it
my God,
I certainly could not abide
being reduced
to a house guest
to a house mouse
to a house fly
when the week before
when the day before
we had been lovers
romance evaporated
just like that, in a flash
too fast occurring to be seen
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what was responsible
for the status change
how did I come to be
stripped of all my badges
of the rank I had
without being decorated
like I had been
she expected me
to hang around
who was a general
reduced to a private
what a reshuffling
of a deck of cards
When We Come
to A Fork In the Road
M.L.R.
don´t ask me to determine
where the pieces fall
how the pieces fit
of what used to be
our relationship
let them fall where they may
fit how they may or not fit
at the end of the year
at the end of the day
when the way ends or divides
so be it
if we must proceed
along separate ways
like together arriving
at a fork in the road
and dividing like the road divides
not at all long ago
her thighs used to open
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used to divide
like a fork in the road
us two to come and to go together

The Color of Air
for D.B.A.
1.
my Jesus, my Lord, Dee,
how ticklish was your laughter
you up against me, acting silly
you in my arms, you and me, happy
aren't we happy when we touch
when we're together- when we hold each other
the woman and the girl in you
struggle as fiercely as you and I do
are as much in harmony as you and I are
God in heaven be praised,
angels rejoice when we are together
in harmony and happy
2.
have I written more than
a thousand poems of you yetnot that I am trying to
I write poems of you
I write poems to you
because, like air I breathe,
my poems of you keep me
alive and well and kicking
how many times, I wonder
since you and I met, have we inhaledhave we exhaled air
even though when it comes down to love
when it comes down to our making love
that is a matter of waiting to EXHALE
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Salt Sea Salty Tears
for D'Anthra B. Addreley
I have raged against her
and she has withstood it
like a ball in a game, played against a wall
like waves against a ship out in the ocean
symbolic of my thrusting against her
of my thrusting and thrusting within her
she indicates that she can well withstand
such delicious rivalry
how well we have, most of the time,
enjoyed our combats
withdrawn, separated though,
difficult as the devil to withstand
how the suffering of separation
penetrates, devastates
house that is my life
or in which I am living
without loving and being loved
to keep it standing, I fearI feel might just fall down- collapse
without her, having so much less purpose
how charged life used to be
in love and undergoing exchange
how changed, without her to bounce off of
to splash up against,
to splatter with waves, with salt sea
how bland life is without interaction
without her to shape it
without me shaking hers
without her shaking mine, shaking me
I am dying down like flames
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lying down without her beside me
better by far to be naked on top of her
or to have her naked on top of me
sweaty,
wet with tears, with semen
with juices from her body
prefer when we arepreferred when we were
messy together
used to be cleaner then, so much more pure
than my being- than my living poor and alone
without her voice, her laughter her burping
in my ear
19, 38, 57
for D.B.A.
you want to smell me
feel me, taste me
you want to chafe me
relieve me/leave me
no longer chase
that is if I ever was
that is if I have been
since a long time ago
I have decided
to let you have
your heart's desire
decided to let you
overdose on me
decided to see
that you are satiated,
intoxicated
D'Anthra juices,
all you can wash your face in
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all you can swill,
all you can swallow
make me as sloppy as you like
as sloppy as can be
I am going to let you see
if you like actually
what you'd fantasize about
what you have been
fantasizing about
for too long
far too long
see if you'd skin up your upper lip
because you'd have had enough
or because you want more
and more
ram goat, billy goat
come ram me as hard
as you like
for a night
Beating Hearts
for M.V.
Gad, she is so gorgeous
Manuela Valencia
with her butterfly earrings
with her dimple in her chin
what if her arms are skinny
what if her breasts are small
want it all, love it all
friend of every bit of her
in every breath of hers, of mine
our friendship
by our breathing
by our beating hearts, are we joined
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cross space and time
scorch space and time
sign for love
agreement we made
evening we met
that noonday we parted
her heart pounding
as persistently as my own
Althea Romeo-Mark
Moon Dive
Life is a rain-forest river.
My love, a boa
I slither behind.
He has shed his warm voice.
It no longer cuddles.
It is not poisonous
yet there is venom
in hissing words.
They are vile to
the heart they strike.
I am suffocating
under the weight
of his beguiling ways.
Our nest is flooded
with my tears.
Love drowned,
Eden lost,
there is nothing left
but malice.
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Alex Davis
60 Seconds

Hey, can I have a minute of your time?
Only 60 seconds to mentally excite you and download
An image of your beauty in my mind
Just a little time to redefine what you ever thought a man could be
Giving you an opportunity to help you see
The beauty in me, but I`m not talking about my physical appearance
Because I am certain that when your alluring interference
Caused me to catch a glimpse of such an angelic figure
And my perseverance led me to say hey
You realized I was handsome
So allow me kidnap all your negative thoughts without ransom
And show you that I am not the typical guy
Intending to find a path to journey between your thighs
Aiming to bring down your self-worth and break your heart
But let me tell you from the start
I`m different, my goal is to make you feel like an Egyptian Goddess
Guarding your heart the same way I would guard my own
So no I am not a “dog” chasing after a bone
But merely a man approaching a beautiful black woman
Although you are a Barbadian but from what I have seen
You possess the black beauty of your ancestors
And your seductive gestures speak to me loud and clear
“This boy better not be playing with my mind
I don’t have the energy nor the time”
But let me say this, the mere fact I haven’t psst at you or hollaed ‘my friend’
Should show you that I am cut from a different cloth
And this smooth, calming voice
Should be enough to keep your attention while I get my point across
Not spitting game just a young brother who knows how to rhyme
So back to my beginning statement, hey can I get a minute of your time?
A-dZiko Simba
Tales from the Pen 22
Over Fifties
My mother told me
back then, no one walked downtown on Sundays
Walking was for weekdays and marketdays
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Sundays people went to King Street to promenade.
In their best
they bought shave ice at Woolworths
sat by the water
looking over the harbour
at the big boats
and dreamt of foreign.
Nineteen fifty-something.
Just once - seven, eight years ago I bumped into them down there
on Duke,
or was it Barry?
Returned from self-induced exile
he seemed much less of who he could pretend to be
in the safety of his yard
and she clutched onto him
like a rescued child still drowning.
Together, dressed in their weekday best,
they scuttled under shades of dereliction
daintily side-stepping
the piss of bodies
painting the walkways.
Nick Whittle
Lament for Taava
Under a full moon you tuned my heart to a different rhythm
and promised to be at my side this September morning.
Waking before me you weave yourself through naked birch and pine
and as l sleep an autumn sun gently kisses the lapping water.
And when l open the side door, tight pink jewels of oleander
glitter and gyrate, stretching into a morning sky.
Walking across this burnt, dusty dry season earth
I grieve for you. I mourn you as though you were ash.
My arms remember rowing, stroke after stroke
in unison, riding the sparkling turquoise tide.
How could our whispering, stitched with Atlantic lace
split and hang in bloodied disbelief?
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Tanicia Pratt
Old Cars
There was a boy I liked, with old cars,
He was an older boy who liked cars.
Rather anything, with motors, he liked,
And unsurprising, I liked anything older.
I bought a dream sealed, packaged and sold with an old boy in an old car.
I fell for the boy!
He came in a Japanese car,
Flew by too fast to tell if it was a Nissan or a Supra.
Evo’s and Subaru’s, he fine-tuned and tweaked...
...A mechanic, you see,
Small, with olive skin and a chiseled jaw.
Hair, an oil-slick shade matching his eyes hiding behind a high red background.
And his palms,
So huge, they covered both hands under one attempt.
Of all the ‘niggas’ I’ve dated,
This was my first time feeling a man’s hands before.
Amazed at how callous they had become,
Impermeable - swol with a dream that his hard work will pay off soon.
I thought:
These are the kinds of hands,
This is the type of man I always want my baby girl to wake up to.
But he had addiction to fast lanes,
Fast cars and fast girls.
His favorite speed was “as fast as it could f-in’ go.”
I was ushered in 90’s RnB; I take things “nice and slow”.
He wasn’t my style but he was different,
They say that your type never works out but neither does tradition.
So I took a step out of my comfort zone,
Hopped into the front seat.
Unclothed myself of my convictions,
Let them hang out to dry on an open mind.
Pulled the seat back,
Lift my legs up, and admire his drive; how he drives, how he rides.
He was an old boy that liked cars,
Not necessarily old cars, but he owned cars.
Yeah, he fixes cars,
Never fixed my car or even me.
Last night, not really last night, but the last time I saw your face,
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We moved too fast, too soon. My emotions spun out of control thinking about you,
Dizzy, with the fear that my nightmares are actually coming true.
I am sick; that I let too much of you get to me, into me,
Weeks spent, in bathroom stalls throwing up our gasoline-Love, if you were to ever buck into me again, our bodies will light themseves on fire.
The temperature is too hot whenever you and I are in a room together,
Whatever this is isn’t human... it was different and I liked it.
You could’ve fixed the damages;
Could’ve smoothened out the edges, dry Bondo on these cracks.
But you talk too much,
Like a young boy who only knows about cars.
Can hear when a motor’s going bad,
But wasn’t listening to my heart.
I went from feeling so lucky to feeling like a worn woman,
Tossed like an old car.
Unwanted like a bad car, unfixable like my broken heart.
I gave him more than my heart but all he saw was the Chassis number on my ass.
Kissed me until he smudged the VIN number off each of my teeth.
Who am I anymore? I know it’s on the tip of my tongue.
Now I’m starting to believe that he only sees women as cars;
That he can test run and then run.
That he can explore, control, break down, but never fix,
Typical mechanic; gives you his word, never means it.
Like a salesman, showing you the face he only wants you to see.
I wanted you to fix me, not write me off,
But you fixed me, confused as to why you cut me off.
Or better, turn your phone off,
Never bothered to pick up or call to ask if I was okay.
Last month, not literally last month,
We moved too fast too soon. You burnt your rubbers before weekend’s noon.
Without telling me goodbye, without explaining why,
Silhouette and I both lost your smoke.
We crashed, just like that,
Privileged, was he, to come out of this alive.
Yet I, died bleeding with gashes for stitches,
My, it’s a wonder how the driver always survives.
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PLACE
‘because the voice of the earth
as guttural as drums …’
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Althea Romeo-Mark
Streets not Paved with Gold
The streets in our quarter
are dust clouds without rain,
are ravines and rivulets after rain.
We are sentenced to this shanty-town
by class and clannishness,
and bullets and mosquitos
bet on our longevity.
Mosquito squads make lances ready
in bunkers of rusty tins
camouflaged by clumping bush
resistant to shoppers’ trudging feet.
Bullets are marked
with our names at birth.
We try to survive the lottery.
The uppity blue sky
looks down at the sea of shacks
between which we hustle,
between which we speak
the language of haggle.
Those who understand
our pulse are golden.
Juleus Ghunta
Down in the Valley
she’s been down in the valley
the banana bottom
turmeric tiled
mango dappled valley
those bulging crocus bags
trussed up by wis-wis
got her back bad bad
she bobs & weaves these days
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twisting her frame
like green bamboo in breeze
she’s glad though
that the songs of crickets
are now memorials
no longer forecasts
of the beginning
of the moonlight shift
down in the valley

Malachi Smith
Blue
The shuttle is waiting
morning blowing its horn
Guadulope Cathedral bell tolls six o’clock
it is time to pack
my suitcase of memories
and set off for Sandino Airport in Managua
for my rendezvous with TACA
The shower pours down my head
Lake Cocibolca flows from my eyes
i’m alone so I’ll be fine
my white handkerchief is clean
it is my best friend on mornings like these
when I am broken
but for golden memories
I smile taste tears
usher them inside for later
now is too important to be blinded
i must see clearly the faces of my amigos
the brightly dressed smiling senoritas
sellers of their homeland on La Galzada
Kati opening the Nectar Bar
natural juice and a lot more
Through the front door
tables are being set for breakfast at the Granada
I’ll miss the omelets, and gallo pinto for breakfast
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and the innocent stares of school children going by
to fill up on promises of a brighter tomorrow
I have never seen the moon this color
royal purple grey
in my rearview mirror your soft ginger eyes disappear
like a firefly around a corner
i turn to blackness
may I leave your indelible prints
on my shirtsleeves?
i will leave with your dust
you stole my heart.

Two Sad Women from Jerusalem
Two sad women from Jerusalem
met at a well in Granada
one had a bucket
the other a rope
Rivers run bloody between them
The womb of Rebecca and Isaac
gives birth to a red sea
some call it River Jordan
some say it is the Nile
others say the Euphrates
tributaries of a dead sea
There is a healing stream here
if you would only drink
and believe in the mysteries of parables.
They refused to bend
i cup my hands and catch blood
spilled from each other’s side
it real
it red
it dread
Who wins, children of Jerusalem
when you refuse to bear witness ?
who wins when you eat with guns and bayonets?
who wins when you refuse to wash,
centuries of blood from your hands?
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i took the bucket
i took the rope
i lowered it into the well
drink from the healing stream
take the gift back to your brethren and share
the good news, write it with both hands
write about the healing water
show them your hands
tell Jerusalem how you came to the well thirsty
And left with a vision.

Gerardo Polanco
for Paul Nabor
buyei, healer, spiritual leader, griot, musician, legend. Rest in perpetual dance.
Because drums needed
sadness
that only a life lived
loving and clutching a guitar
can give
and can sing;
because the voice of the earth,
as guttural as drums
beating in the quiet of night,
needed to be made song,
needed music to quell pain,
to sing of ancestral freedom;
because canoes needed
gentle hands,
calloused by triumphs of life,
to guide paddles,
breaking water,
conquering waves and sea,
because nets needed to be cast
to commune with sea and soul;
because generation needed
Powerful buyei:
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man of spirit and flesh,
to be ridden by gods,
to rumble with thunder
when ancestors speak.
Birthed by power of
raging African winds
and music voice given
by ebbing sea,
he was sent
to bring sweetness of
ripened plantains to life,
but called back to
dwelling of spirits and gods,
returned to womb of earth,
only to rise like yams and cassava,
in celestial harvest,
because once strummed,
guitars vibrate on and on
because once beaten,
drums echo on
like veins pulsing,
like hearts beating,
like hips dancing.
Nabor,
I ail too,
Naguya Nei.
Powerful buyei,
music from your soul
is like medicine to mine,
but you have returned to the eternal,
paddling canoe to the other side,
becoming ancestor
for us, left behind.

Prayers to Ixchel
In my heart,
I hear Caribbean Sea waves
lapping like cosmic oceans,
cicada chorus,
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humming
like worship inside Mayan temples,
moon rising
over cane field flat land
sprouting bloom
like burning copal,
incense smoke rising
cloud like
Ixchel combing her night black
long languid hair
with coral comb,
glowing like conch shell moon.
Mother to us all,
gather your children
under starry cloak,
under rainy nights and full moons
Kinich Ahau sun god
Wife
and midwife to poet children,
weavers of words,
parents to art,
Ixchel,
healer of ailing body,
teach me to weave winding cloth
to swaddle pain
and cradle sanity.
Grandmother of strings and colors
embroidering life and flowers,
making summer hipil
hungering for flowing wind
and river water swim,
teach me of herbs and wild honey,
poultice for soul,
teach me of color
and existence in rainbows,
teach me of rolling thunder
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and summer rain,
of temples by the sea,
pregnant women figurines.
Caribbean Sea skinned boy
singing Mayan blues
writing prayers
like drinking blessing
from Ixchel’s
rainwater calabash.
For E.
Madonna washes her early morning skin
under fisherman’s dawning sky
in quieted azure sea,
radiating inner peace
Zen like
humming Om from within
heart
of warrior women
heart for
making women warriors.
Madonna of the forgotten,
bathes herself in oceanic wisdom
of lapping waves
and course sand as sponge,
scrubbing skin with mint leaves
and frangipani petals,
emanating light like rising sun,
Harpy Eagle’s wingspan smile,
crocodile hearted shaman,
dryer of tears when life rages hurricanes,
self-healing healer to all,
standing tower-like
millennial Yax Che tree.
Madonna of the hopeless
bathes herself in foamy Caribbean Sea
like Mayan goddess carved into limestone,
eyes radiant nacar shell,
birthed from stars’ obsidian cosmic force,
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forever grateful is poet to Madonna Muse,
because I see the secrets of the universe
unfold within the immensity of your love.

Philip Nanton
Southern Africa Travelling Blues
1. South Africa
Dropped in on Durban’s Bluff our world’s southern zone
didn’t stay long but instantly felt at home
‘Hippo mauls St. Lucian mechanic’
shouts ‘The Witness’, the city paper. Lost in my oxymoron
I see the poor islander wrenched from his Pitons
and his tiny strip of sand, casually masticated in a vast grassland.
Your city is changing, bro, cleaning up its act.
Along the waterfront are big name hotels and skyscrapers
all for the ‘I’ set: the international policymakers
who jet in, individually clutching a conference pack
and their bullshit papers on this and that. You’d hate it.
All that sea-side cool without a care nearly fooled me.
Till I hear that clubs are still trumps
and spades keep coming in from everywhere.
Billeted in Ballito, rich seaside village where the wide bay arcs
and the Council issues stern warnings against swimming with the sharks.
And all the electric fences above all the whitewashed walls keep ticking
quietly.

2. Zimbabwe
Harare’s proud boast is that it is the place
to host an international summit
ignoring its role as global misfit.
The park behind the City Gallery is sad
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crammed with men in crumpled suits, white shirts, dark ties
weariness or resignation burning their eyes.
Downtown an mbira band is the boast of the city’s Book Café
(though it’s mentioned discretely to me
that the musicians have all swung over to Mugabe)
where we rock the winter night, keeping the Zim cold at bay.
A ‘Pathfinder’ luxury coach to Bulawayo offers six hours of burnt savannah
intermittent police checks and VERY LOUD cheap Hollywood DVD drama.
Our conductor Shepherd asks us to pray for coach driver Jabulani.
We intone: ‘God, give him strength to take us to our destination safely.’
I pray also that God will crash the DVD, which He does on the return journey.
In Harare again, we thank God for his kindness in bringing us back
and before we alight we all offer a heartfelt ‘Amen’ to that.
Philip Armbrister
Reminders
I.

When I arrived
Already the tangerine sun had fallen low
How peaceful and pious it was
As if yawning and stretching
One last time before sleep
The rays reached up
Grabbed and held shortly
One tiny sliver of day
How beautiful and brilliant it was
There on the dock
No taxis, no vendors, no ferries
Only waves just arriving
Across the channel from Green Turtle Cay
Greeting me with flashing bright smiles
And trying to touch me
A slight simple gesture
A beckoning
II.
Max was just leaving
The north side no wake zone
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Soon I would hear the dark
Blue green ocean slapping his skiff’s
Backside every time he throttled
Had Bahamasair arrived earlier
I would have seen the pastel colours
And architecture of the clap board buildings
How sombre and serene they are
Their wooden floor porches
The liquor store at west point
The church structure around the corner
But we have disembarked at this unscheduled time
Guided by the tiny beacon on the bow
Of his nine footer and
The soothing virgin smell of the island
Tomorrow early we will travel
To Treasure Cay for supplies.
III.
The morning would arouse
an unspeakable stiffness in me
How stark and shocking it would be
To see fat ferry boats lined off like lorries
To see seasoned white captains straddled
Between the decks and the dock
Ushering me and the others below
Onto the shallow belly of the ships
Like the minibus conductor on the passage
Between Half Way Tree and Papine
They might as well had said
Small up yasef!
Plenty more comin’
For we packed ourselves snugly
Along the vinyl cushions
Shoulder to shoulder, shank to shank
And I thought
How properly and precisely
We remembered our registration
Some of us being transferred to the mainland
To work in, on and around
Second home estates
How could it be
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After all these years
And still…
Winston Farrell
Beyond this Bridge.
There must have been a canoe
two or even three
somewhere along the white
sandy shore line
must have been footsteps
brown skin arrow heads
before the new settlers’ shoes
drifted up the coast
desperate to find
pelicans
amidst idyllic palms
coconut trees
baked clay hands
broken pots
the shells of dead Indians
must have been a lone drum-beat
somewhere bouncing on a breeze
not afraid of fire
hunting after hurricanes
where the land jumped up
out of the golden sands
the bearded men were fig trees
cloaked in the mist of smoke.
In the beginning
there must have always been
a dream
a crossing of water
the building of port
and prominence
beyond this bridge
that we now call
Bridgetown.
OUR HEROES’ SQUARE
More of a triangle than a square
with de admiral at de
apex
De old treasury buildin’ still taxin’ de base line
bordering on your stance
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your sway and swing
our heroes’ square
is as triangular
as the slave
trade
From Accra to Bridgetown
onward Nelson! onward!
rise above cenotaph
and centuries of
Shipping and
Trading
Slave children more confused
from parliament to the wharf
the constitution
running under
the boardwalk
Our fountain not always flowing
water flirting with fish
for frolicking
tourist
photo
-gra
p
h
s

Taxi-cars line off in equilateral trade
(or
so
it
seems)
there is no hypotenuse
for derelicts to climb
not even on the
Admiral’s
back
No falling from the flat of Broad-Street’s sidewalks
over the bridge there are no right angles
there is the arch and here, this circle
where pigeons
pray

In the middle of our triangled
Heroes’ Square
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Baptist spirits wail
Landship
set sail
Ten National Heroes once raised their heads
in April May-be to shout
Horatio!
The battle is on
to change
de old
h
y
p
o
t
h
e
s
i
s

Kemar Cummings
The Singing
Today our throats (oboes which open shores
To sheer horizons), tuned to orchestrate
Symphonic voices deep as nude oceans,
Have eased the past into the song's continuum.
Heard in the tenor's tremble, breezes fly
Outstretched hands on the notes' tectonic scales.
The choir declaims ecclesiastical highs
To feet swaying in isochronous waves,
With volcanic trebles fluting in the twilight
Of the singing's closure. Our hum's cadence
Inside the church of our clasped fingers
Intones pieties, a hymn couched in sanctums
Baptised in the black of greener shades
Harboured in the sun. A child's allegro,
Unlocking life in a different key, slows
Kingston's blatant blaring and chattering feet
To evenings winding down volumes to listen...
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THE PAST IS ANOTHER
COUNTRY
‘…. foraging in remote places for a kinder access.’
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Juleus Ghunta
Reincarnation
manzie says miss merle
came back as a vulture
circling her house
not a pitchary
not a parakeet
such a detestable bird
for a devout woman
who made us dukunu
and coconut-drops
spoke-in-tongues
and sang spiritedly
at penny concerts
i tell manzie
god’s ways
are higher than man’s
miss merle shall never go hungry
nor will she
ever
be hunted
Carlyon Blackman
Reverie
Ages since topography and wind direction cast a hex on me.
Ages still that I had heard the fantastic inhabitants or ghosts
in a young girl’s journal as scribbled as the rhetoric of the sea
and I listened, ages ago as a slump of waves dashed those notes coast to coast.
Remember the snow globe in Essex, the smudged lamp-lit esplanade, the bluff at Atlantis
where I vowed to find her errant knight in broken castles or braving battlements
and that young girl bent her will like a scythe or praying mantis
delivered of too much sensitivity and concession. Estrangement
is as vinegar, steeped in disappointment, and brine makes it difficult to swallow
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though not less binding. And for an age I had not felt the urge
to baptize myself in brackish water, to wade in shallow
eddies of regret, to re-enact my aversion to aborted endings, to purge
it all. Even at this age I have never learnt to swim beyond the limits of my horizon my brothers set me adrift on a giant tamarind log, told me to jump
into unknown depths where I could not find my feet - though chastened
by my struggle to fill my lungs with clumps
of air, my heart jilted by abandon stared
forlornly into this implacable universe, the glass-eyed wall of your
idea of heaven and there I floated by on the snug of my despair
towards a windswept jetty hoping to find safe harbor along your cruel shore.

Last Lesson before Detention
The crook of boys imposed between blocks of art and science, hidden
from view of senior teacher, his cured cherry stick and their principal
(more wry comment than sartorial urban legend
taking himself seriously in suspenders and belt, wide pin-striped lapels)
despaired of the pettiness of teachers and tests and tantrums
(as they pondered other prosaic matters on which they rebelled the nature of loss; the state of the nation; the female conundrum)
during the time set aside for ingesting, ruminating, getting a bellyful
of grape-flavored bravado buoyed by a hot-dogged suspension
of disbelief. In temples foreign and avuncular as America & Afghanistan
insurgency is potent (to a grassy boy in need of tender ministrations
who swears a Pauline conversion caused him to become an enlisted man).
Right here in Richmond’s catacombs a grenade of sums, a fiction perpetrated
will not be read or righted, nor contemplated for the subtlety of its plot.
A conspiracy of onion skin and deckle edge girding history’s pages
will rouse no nobler passion than betrayal, crudely baited and freshly caught.
Medusa’s head laid bare on a silver salver offering up her lucky charms
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may satisfy inchoate advances at the morning’s dewy recess
but for a time, a boy will have sly indifference to keep him amused, to disarm
his improvised devices while foraging in remote places for a kinder access.

Kristine Simelda

Truth Be Told
Snow is falling outside the lobby of Fond Memories retirement home. A brisk wind blows huge
flakes up against the revolving glass doors where they pause as if pleading to get in before melting
in disappointment. Believe me; they’re the lucky ones. For them the end comes quickly. Once
you’ve been taken prisoner by extended care, longevity feels more like a curse than a blessing.
Abandoned by our families, robbed of our dignity, we old folks are condemned to a life of
boredom, pills, and pain. It’s as if some evil warden has tacked an invisible message on the bulletin
board:
ATTENTION SENIORS! THERE WILL BE NO MORE FUN HERE ON EARTH!
We’re expected to forget all about worldly pleasures like ice skating on moonlit ponds or
floating on the blue sea under the topical sun. Well, I for one refuse to surrender. There has to be
some way of entertaining ourselves despite our compromised condition. Since the name of this
institution is Fond Memories, why not pass the time by recalling amusing anecdotes from the past?
I’d be willing to bet every one of us has a fascinating story to tell if only we had the courage to
share it.
It might have been a good suggestion if I hadn’t failed to realize that most of us prefer fantasy
to reality in our old age. You’d be amazed at some of the tall tales that get passed off as the truth
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around here. So far this week we’ve run away to join the circus, been held captive by aliens from
outer space, and beaten the odds at Vegas. And as if all that wasn’t outrageous enough, today it’s
my turn to pander my stories from paradise!

Wrinkled faces gather around my hospital bed in search of deliverance from the tedium of
assisted living at exactly ten o’clock. Rheumy eyes sparkle, chapped lips part, and sagging ears
strain in anticipation of being transported to a warmer, friendlier place.
“Looks like it’s going to be a slow day for visitors on account of the snow,” says Julia, the nice
old lady installed in the bed next to me. “Gosh. It’s freezing in here. How about spinning us one of
your spicy yarns to get our blood flowing?”
“No problem,” I wink. “As we used to say on the island, ‘The Carnival’s not over until the last
lap.’”
Actually I did live on a Caribbean island during my younger days. But these folks aren’t
interested in the day to day particulars of what it was like to lose my cultural identity and surrender
to unfamiliar whims of nature and fate. Except for a couple of disparaging old men, they want to
hear a fairy tale, a carefully embroidered lie that begins with ‘once upon a time’ and finishes with a
happy ending.
Who am I to disappoint?
“Once upon a time, there was a forty- five year old woman who outwardly enjoyed an ideal
life. She was married to a handsome man, lived in a lovely home, had a good job and two grown
sons she could be proud of.”
“I’ll bet that woman was you!” squeals Julia.
“Maybe, maybe not,” I smile.
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Julia cocks her head like an expectant dog waiting to be thrown a bone.
“The woman should have been happy,” I continue dutifully, “yet when she looked inside
herself she knew something was missing. So she left her husband and her home and her family to
search for a more meaningful existence.”
“She was a self-centered bitch!” snorts Harry, a wiry old gentleman leaning on a walker.
“Let’s just say she traveled the world looking for a lifestyle that better suited her bohemian
disposition.”
“What was so wrong with that?” Julia wonders.
Her trust and innocence never fail to spur me on. “Ayen,” I say in Creole, remembering what it
was like to be footloose in an exotic land.
“When our heroine first laid eyes on the island, she thought it was the most beautiful place on
earth. The emerald green mountains, crystal clear rivers, and thundering waterfalls spoke to her like
nothing ever had before. The fragrance of the tropical flowers beckoned her heart and captured her
soul. And the people were so healthy and happy that she decided she was destined to make the
island her new home. So she gave away all her material possessions and moved south.”
“Why in the world would she do such a thing?” asks Helen, an ancient queen bedecked with
gold jewelry.
“She wanted to be free,” I reply simply.
A sour puss in a wheelchair gives me the raspberries. I think his name is Walter.
“It’s true,” I insist.
What is wrong with these people? Have they forgotten the thrill of embarking on a brand new
adventure? I decide to bypass the peanut gallery and speak directly to my roommate.
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“Julia, can you imagine living in a house without glass or screens in the windows, without
locks on the doors?”
“Ah,” she sighs, “fresh air.”
“The brightly painted shutters of her seaside cottage were always open to the sun and the trade
winds, and the bamboo curtain that served as a door parted for anyone who cared to enter.”
“Like who?” Helen wants to know.
“The parade of local characters that passed through was both colorful and amusing,” I pretend
to recall, “especially a good-looking young Rastafarian who was eager to entertain the fantasies of a
middle-aged white woman determined to go native.”
“Her boyfriend was a black man?” Harry asks obtusely.
“He was a genuine West Indian.”
A look of total bliss wraps itself around Julia’s desiccated face, but I notice Helen has started to
drift off. Best I pick up the pace before I lose the rest of my listeners.
“Our heroine and her paramour had just finished another extraordinary round of early morning
lovemaking when they heard the conch shell blow the signal that fresh fish were on sale in the
village. She wrapped her tanned body in a printed sarong, he pulled on a pair of cutoff jeans over
his bare bottom, and they strolled hand in hand down to the beach to inspect the catch. There were
many tantalizing species on display. They selected a large grouper, which she grilled with slices of
plantain and rings of pineapple for breakfast. Then they stripped off their clothes and fed each other
chunks of ripe mango for dessert. As they devoured the sweet orange flesh, she prayed that the juice
dripping onto their naked bodies would help them stick together for a while.”
Julia giggles like a child being tickled ruthlessly, but the Walter is not amused. Grumbling
something about my being a damned liar, he rolls his chair down the hall toward the washroom.
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“She left her lover sleeping and took a swim in the sea. Tropical fish surrounded her while she
snorkeled amongst the corals. As she emerged from the sparkling blue water, Frigate birds and
pelicans swooped overhead. On her way home, she took her time wandering the streets of the
village, stopping to chat with anyone who had something of interest to show or tell. Reggae music
pounded in sync with her heartbeat in the small shop where she purchased a bottle of rum.”
“Probably an alcoholic,” Harry smirks.
“Back at the cottage, a heavenly aroma greeted her. Her Rasta boyfriend, who was an excellent
cook, had reinvented the grouper in a Creole sauce for supper. He relieved her of the bottle and
kissed her in the style of the French before putting the finishing touches on the dish. She was
relaxing in the hammock on the veranda awaiting the legendary Green Flash when he appeared
bearing two empty coconut shells awash with rum punch. As she sipped her drink, he lowered his
body beside her. She opened like a flower when he loosened her sarong. It was hard to say which
was more brilliant; the flash of the sun as it sank into the sea or his smile as he nuzzled her bare
breasts.”
Now I believe I have everyone’s attention. Even Helen is wide awake.
“When he tipped her gently from the hammock, she was as moist as the sea breeze and he was
as hard as the tiles. Food forgotten, they lay side by side moaning in ecstasy while moonlight
danced uninhibited over the waves.”
Clapping her hands like a toddler, Julia pulls the sheets over her head. Walter returns from the
washroom. He is followed by Melody, a young black nurse, pushing a cart loaded with what passes
for food around here. While I wait for my lunch, I gaze out at the winter wonderland and take a sip
of chemical tasting water from a bent plastic straw.
“We drank coconut water on the island,” I muse, as Melody adjusts my pillow.
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“I’ll just bet you did.”
I push the soggy mess around my plate. “Did I mention there were flying fish leaping from the
sea and fresh fruit falling from the trees?”
Melody pats my bony, age-spotted hand before swishing on. “You sure do have a great
imagination, ma’am.”
She’s right, you know. I always did have a vivid imagination. Still, I knew how to draw a line
between what was true and what was false. But since I’ve been hanging around the rest of these
impostors, I’ve noticed that I, too, have trouble distinguishing fact from fiction, especially in the
realm of yesteryear. Locked in a concrete box, breathing stale, recycled air, memories have a way
of adjusting themselves to fit the mood of the moment, fond or otherwise, to the point that
forgetting is sometimes a blessing.
Truth be told, I’m hard pressed to remember that Rasta Man’s name.

Most folks nap or play cards or watch TV after lunch, but the storm has intensified and we invalids
are thrown off balance. Lights blink on and off and then go out altogether. The generator kicks on
and a fire is lit in the artificial fireplace, but apprehension hangs in the air. A nervous audience
regroups around me. Even Harry and Walter seem anxious to hear more of the fairy tale, so I lay it
on thick.
“A few years later, the woman moved away from the seaside and bought an abandoned estate
in the mountains that needed lots of work. Luckily her next boyfriend was quite the handyman.”
“What happened to the Rastafarian?” Harry wants to know.
“He got his Green Card and moved to the States.”
“But did she really love the handyman?” asks Julia.
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One glance at her tucked alertly in her bunk gives me my answer. “Of course she did.”
She snuggles down in bed, pleased with the tale so far, and appears to fall asleep.
“Life in the country was sweet. He had plenty of energy and was ready and willing to help her
renovate the old wooden house and restore the land. She appreciated his enthusiasm, and was
forever finding appropriate ways to compensate him. Coconuts, avocados, and citrus abounded on
the property, so there was no danger of starving to death. And when they were thirsty they drank
sparkling water from the river.”
“I’m surprised she didn’t die of dysentery,” mumbles Walter.
“How was the sex?” teases Harry.
“Great,” I smile. “Fantastic!”
But in reality the sex was almost as exhausting as trying to keep my stories straight. I’m
beginning to think I need to take a break from babysitting these shriveled up old cronies. I mean, if
they don’t like my tall tales, why don’t they come up with something better than circus clowns and
aliens from Vegas? Julia is fast asleep, so I decide it’s time to disable the happy ending once and for
all.
“But paradise had its price,” I add casually.
“What do you mean by that?” Helen’s inquires, raising one of her painted eyebrows.
“The woman continued to invent projects when she should have been content with what she
already had.”
Walter is delighted. “Naturally,” he chortles.
“The house and the garden were looking good, but since all that water from the river was
wasting, why not build a swimming pool? The handyman only needed to mix about a hundred bags
of cement by hand. And there was so much unused pasture, why couldn’t she have a horse? All he
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had to do was fence in five acres and build a stable. And while he was at it, why not add on a guest
cottage now that eco-tourism was in style so she could have someone more like herself to talk to?”
“Same old story: insatiable woman takes advantage of hardworking man,” Harry confirms.
There is mumbling from the other members of the posse while they consider his point. Walter
deliberately passes gas and then pilots his wheelchair down the hall again. Helen and her entourage,
who have probably decided the story sounds too much like real life, follow him. Harry is perched
on the edge of his walker like a vulture waiting to pounce.
“Needless to say, the handyman soon became disillusioned,” I confide to the heckler, who is
now my sole listener. “No matter how hard he worked, the woman always demanded more. When
he brought his friends home to enjoy the fruits of his labor, she made it clear it was her place and
she made the rules.”
“Let me guess. No smoking, no drinking, and no carousing,” he gloats.
“Correct! But the lovely lady who owned the neighborhood rum shop was more than delighted
to welcome him and all his thirsty partners. The woman was furious. Yet the more she ranted and
raved, the longer the handyman stayed away. Eventually he moved in with the local lady, took over
the rum shop, and sued the white woman for the loss of his time, his tools, and his talent. Bankrupt
and humiliated, she left the island and ended up locked in a dreadful institution that reeked of urine
and bleach.”
The heckler pounds his walking apparatus up and down in mock applause and clomps away.
“Have a nice day, Harry,” I holler after him.

When I check the clock, I’m surprised to find there are three more hours until dinner. I spend some
time rearranging the ugly synthetic nightgowns in the metal drawer beside my bed wishing I could
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trade them in for batik sarongs. Lord knows I try to keep my spirits up despite my depressing
surroundings. But I still resent the way my children whisked me away from the sun-drenched
tropics (for my own good, they said) and installed me in this gloomy dungeon. That’s the younger
generation for you. They think they control their own destiny with their money and gadgets and
technology, but know nothing of the ways of the heart. One thing for sure, people on the island
would have never abandoned a close relative to the care of total strangers. They had too much
respect for their elders, no matter how inconvenient or embarrassing they might have become.
Well, the good news is that I forgive them; all of them: my children, my ex-husband, the Rasta
Man, the handyman, even Walter the cynic and Harry the heckler. Why would I make myself
miserable wallowing in resentment now that time is so short?
As I watch the counterfeit gas flames dance merrily around the fake logs in the fireplace, I
begin to feel sleepy. I roll over to face the wall anticipating the blessing of a catnap like Julia’s. It’s
a good thing she wasn’t awake when I reported the unhappy ending to the heckler. It would
probably kill her if she heard a liar like me tell the truth.
I toss and I turn, but sleep just won’t come. When I peek her way to see if she’s awake, I
observe the sheet covering Julia’s body is completely still. No snoring, not even any rhythmic
breathing. “Julia, are you alright?”
No response.
“Julia? Julia!”
I press the button for the nurse, and after what seems like an eternity Melody glides into the
room. I point at Julia. “My friend isn’t breathing,” I croak.
When the nurse peels back the blanket, Julia’s face is an unnatural shade of blue. Melody
checks her pulse with a dour look. I watch helplessly while she administers CPR and calls for an
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ambulance, which is unavoidably delayed because of the weather. By the time they arrive, it’s too
late.
A gang of voyeurs assemble by Julia’s bedside to watch as the paramedics attend to her body. I
am so dismayed that I lash out at the nearest living person.
“Take a good look, Harry! You caused this with your habitual cynicism! Let’s just hope that
Julia passed away before you goaded me into actually telling you the truth!”
Harry shrugs his shoulders and then turns away.
“I’ll miss you, Julia,” I whisper after he’s gone. “You were a good friend and a great listener.
Even though you might have suspected my stories were too far-fetched to be true, you never let on;
you always pretended to look forward to the happy ending.”
An orderly gives me a stern frown as if I’m unfit to sermonize while he rolls the gurney away
through a rear exit reserved especially for such purposes.
“But maybe a happy ending doesn’t have to always be so dramatic,” I call out to her. “Maybe it
can be a simple thing like a soft pillow or a kind word from a good friend, even if things don’t turn
out as we expected.”
Of course there is no response. Julia’s body disappears from view as the metal door, propelled
by an icy wind, swings closed. Snow blows inside the room. It swirls around the foot of my bed as
if to bid me farewell, and then rises as luminous vapor in the suddenly balmy air.
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THE
LANGUAGE
OF
POETRY
‘I did not mean for you to be the subject of my poem.’
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Obediah Smith
In A Space In Time
for D.B.A.
Haitian friend of mine
complaining about
my habitually arriving
just before closing
to quick shop
cornflakes alone
left on my list
to throw in my trolley
I have to say
hello to my baby
locate love in my heart
the love of my life
in my soul and belly
she is all about in me
I must draw her in
in lines of verse
like chords of a sail ship
she provides direction
true north for me
compass I go by
Grape Skins & Rose Petals
for D.B.A.
at cousin Jack's funeral
I am thinking of you
the choir was singing
I was thinking of you
I was feeling happy
and thinking of you
the pastor is preaching
or is warming up to
and I am thinking of you
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what is this that I am afflicted with
what is it that I gat
what doctor to take a bit of blood
to examine it, examine me
this to infect a nation, a people
epidemic of happiness
is that why I put you and me in poems
is ink the thing to translate, to transmit
to convey to all the world
what a difference meeting you has made
I am not the same, the world and you and I
are changed, were changed
when eye opened and you entered
when you got into the pen in my hand
into the ink in my pen
into the blood in arteries and veins
into the life inside me
petals of roses to dye rose-red
a veil for you
grape skins to dye a night gown
and bed room window sheers
room for you to be bare in
light to come into, in through
these colors, these shades
these to bathe you in, light
to bath you in
in ink, is your reflection cast
how far I've strayed from wife to be
to be with you, for us to be together
here and there and everywhere
with me everywhere I go
as present as my beating heart
as lungs,
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expanding and contracting.

On my Mattress on the Floor
for D.B.A.
i.
only you could hang up here
hang upside down or right-side-up
hang like a bat or like an acrobat
hang like clothes upon a line
like conch on a line to dry
like fruit upon a tree
all full, some ripe and ready to eat
not everybody- anybody
able to hang in the stratosphere
in this atmosphere, rarefied air
mountain to climb
to this moment we're in
to this place, this space
where poets make song
sing songs along with birds
calling, whistling
Rasta man going by on bicycle
"Good afternoon! Peanuts!
"Iri-nuts! Good afternoon!"
in the South of France, along the beach
"Cacahuètes!" is the call, is the cry
of the boys with peanuts
in great big bags
for customers to buy
ii.
short stout
this is no mouse overturning
pulling things apart
scattering things about
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something out of place
I'm unable to identify
where I'd not have put it, placed it
indicates that the rats are back
another of the things
I must grapple with, wrestle with
here in this house, back on Kemp Road
poison for these angry hungry suckers
I as angry
whose house is it- mine or theirs
whose page is this- hers or theirs
how they upstage even in their absence
even when they're absent
mess they make, mess they leave
short stout
about my baby
about my sweetie
about her being short and stout
about her being a short stout
like a Milk Stout
Milk Stout instead of Guinness
as bitter as gall
short sweet stout
too sweet malt
she'd sip sometimes
to my annoyance
things she eats- she'd eat
and drink to my annoyance
challenge my love for her
my loving her
my being in love with her
oh the things in this life
increasing and decreasing us
I'd have poetry to leave when I am gone
and the rats will still be running about
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short stout
love of my life
nibbling on bacon, chewin' on cheese
Sammy said to Susie
"Honey, would you please be my missus?"
is she my muskrat love
is this my muskrat love song

Malica Willie
Intention
I did not mean for you to be the protagonist in my story
I did not mean for you to be the subject of my poem
I did not mean for you to be the image in my subconscious thoughts
I did not mean for you
I did not plan for you
But like an unwanted sperm snaking through the womb
You snaked through me
And had I known you were in me
Touching my secret places
Soothing my silent pains
I would have flushed you out of my system
I would have spat out your essence
But like a thief, you snaked through me Silently, stealthily
You crept into my story
You became the words in my poem
You began to star in my dreams
And though I did not mean for you
Plan for you
Expect you
I fell in love with you . . .
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Paula Obe

Blue Apron
Trails leading to past incarnations
Aprons tied in spirit knots
Memories transporting visions
Visitations
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Through the Eye
Mirrors forcing stares.
Eyes searching for hidden meanings
in dropped gazes,
in fear of what may be seen
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Between Dreams
We switch dreams
The way we switch channels
But sometimes
The static of one dream leaves remnants
as we enter another.
Reuel Lewi
A Poem of Names
This much I learnt
when I was seven years young
the metaphor of names
willy/pepsi, mister man /Sotie
a man’s small head wears
no sensibility for girls
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head full of curls.
My nannie call hers
salt fish/ pum pum
thing between she feet
thing what Gawd gee she
as though is she waan have it
private parts/ punannie
pata-cake/ Ms. Mary fannie.
Belly full comes before no.1/no.2
body expelling effluents
the child’s do-do / do do do
baby’s water- water koun-cee
poor child!
Psst, psst, psssssst
the limer on the corner
calling Ms. Best Legs
of his carnal desire
he can put it on she
(so he thinks)
torment of thoughts on fire
centeh she/ pick she cherry.
Sample a piece o’de cake
knock she on de breeding ground
in his commonness when night mutual
which he would keep secret
after they disengage
such gloated optimism.
My enfant terrible cock-sure at three
asked the penury man bathing in open yard
with only a thong to hide his sex
no burnish bath no finicky faucet
no poop on gilded loo
uncle Neville you wash your penis ?

Alex Davis
How English B got me Look Like a Player
A girl ask me if I does cry over girls,
I laughed. Never! I aint that kind of guy
She say, you lie! I saw in one your
Poems that your pen tells when you cry
Sigh I replied, I probably meant
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Crying out loud!
Or crying with fears not crying with tears.
She say, you got nuff tricks
Me? Not me, you must mean English B
I might be the one exploiting words
Flipping, tricking, kicking
Words into phrase and places
That ‘should’ defy
The laws of language
But English B is who allow it
So point your blames at the B
She tell me, she can’t deal
With a young man that
Well versed in language
He would got too much loop holes
To escape from, he would play she
He would got too much lead way
In what to say, when she mad at he
He words would be too sweet
She would got to tell he
Drink water before he speak
And still he would find a way to trick she
And as I listen attentively
I tell myself,
Sigh, look how my ability
To write good poetry
Got me look like a player Damn you English B!
Dorsia Smith
Classroom X
The first time someone said the n word
my ears burned for a retraction,
a voice to catch the hanging syllables written in empty stares.
I should have climbed inside that mouth
and ripped out the dark tongue and palates,
balled the flesh into a fist,
ripe and ready.
The r rolled down my intestines
slowly over the bowels
mixed with enzyme juices,
thickening my blood.
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To digest this word,
venom passed from generation to generation,
letters with teeth.
How this stranger’s language
ebbed the dichotomy of black and white—
more arches of difference,
menacing cobwebs upholding plaster,
building stronger ivory towers with frames in stone.
I should have razed the n word
and had the courage
to welcome its death.
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